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Wkat to exeecf at Lynffl
One thing we can always expect at Lynn are
new faces. Miranda Schultz transfelTed here
for her junior
year of college.
She is a member
of the softball
team and a staff
writerfor The
Pulse. Lynn
accepts between
60 and 80
transfers a
semester.

Students get to meet and greet the Presi
dent the first couple of weeks of school.
They also get to take a break from their
hectic days.

(Jet db""n ""(til yt>lh'" bad .seJA
Mark Wynter gets a chance to show his
talents at the Barbecue with Life and
General. The
band was the
kick-off
event to
Homecoming
Week 2000.
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Whitney
Thomas
shows how
unexpected
college life
can be when
you are
stuck in the
middle of a
bunch of
balloons.
Whitney
spent the
afternoon
helping
Kids in
Distress.
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Whitney
Thomas
show s how
unexpected
college life
can be when
you are
stuck in the
middle of a
bunch of
balloons .
Whitney
spent the
afternoon
helping
Kids in
Distress .

ShoWhte tile mcney, Honeyt
M arley Nelson makes sure all of his loot
is there and counted after his big win at
Think Fast. The winner took home $400.
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t has been the year to expect the unexpected.
Lynn University is going through some unex

pected changes just like the rest of the world.
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tration has been working hard
on making the living situation

bearable so that students feel comfortable
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have also added to

the academics

by providing new

and energetic

staff and faculty, and redoing the labs in ASSAF
and Ritter. The theater was completed in the
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deHoernle International Center and after
months of applying for a building
permit, the new Lynn
Residence
Center was
approved
broken. One
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finally

and ground was
thing is for sure, you never

know what to expect around here.
Story by KARl GONSKA

President
Ross takes a
moment to
address the
guests at the
Annual
President's
Council
Dinner
recognizing
benefactors
of the
University.

Yearbook Dedication

Dr. Jim Hundrieser
Friend and Mentor
Dr. Jim Hundrieser arrived on can1pus June 30 1992.
on a rairoy. hurl1ld and muggy day to find an apartment with
no fumiture and wet boxes. He started the next day July 1.
1992. After a successful first year. he was promoted to
Associate Dean of Students In July of 1993. He had the
viSion to see the need to hire a new director of residence
life and two residence directors. In addition. t he Student
Goverr.me t Associat ion was recreated after a t hree year
hiatus. July 1. 1994 his job was retit ,ed to the Associate
Dean for AssessmeYJt. Planning and St dent Services and
his office moved from de Hoemle Hall to the newly reno
vated Student Center. Wit h this change came the new
leadership program and two new Student Act ivities Coordi
nat ors. He a so became t he advisor to Knights of the
Rou table. In ay of 1995. Residence life. Camp s Minis
try. Fltress Center. the University Choir. and ntematlonal
Student AffairS fell under the umbrella of his responsll? iil
ties. In July of 1999. Jim came to hiS current position as
t he Dean for Assessment. Planning and Student Services.
Through t ' e course of his years and positions he
has been involved in nUfnerous programs. his faVOrites being
Any hing t hat Floats and the RA Challenge.
He says t hat the impact that Lynn University has
had 0 him personally has been th ough the opportunity t o
grow as a person a a professional. Lynn has had a dra
matic impact upon v"ho he is and has provided him with t he
opportunity to hone his skills to becotr'.e the person he IS
today. Dr. Hundrieser left Lynn ir May to go onto a new
pOSition
During his nine years he has been an Incredible
advocate for students. created a friendly atmosphere be
tween departments on camp s. and a friend and nnentor to
countless sWdents and staff. It is for these reasons and
t he hundreds more t hat the 2000-2001 yeal'vook is being
dedicated t o Dr. Jim Hundrieser.
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-If I could say what my greatest
achievement was, I would hope that
it was having the opportunity to con
tinuously improve the quality of life
for students:
Dr. Jim Hundrieser
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-If I could say what my greatest
achievement was, I would hope that
it was having the opportunity to con
tinuously improve the quality of life
for students:
Dr. Jim Hundrieser

~

s president for three decades, I have had the privilege

of witnessing Lynn University evolve from a struggling two
year college into an institution of great dimension and depth.
Today, we remain dedicated to the search for knowledge and
are steadfast in our commitment to lifelong learning, which
governs the total environment of the University.

In the past decade alone, our enrollment has surged from
960 in 1990 to more than 2,000 graduate and undergradu
ate students this year, representing 73 countries and 40 states.
Campus development has emphasized facilities and academic
programs, an effort which resulted in the addition of the doc
toral degree program, new baccalaureate degree programs,
an impressive new library and an international center, to
nmne only a few. Moreover, the creation of new initiatives,
including The Institute for Distance Learning and the Con
servatory of Music at Lynn University, deepens our commit
ment to global learning.
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Certainly, Lynn University has come a long way since its in
ception thirty-nine years ago. But, the true evidence of our
growth and success is revealed in the accomplishments and
achievements of both our graduates and our current students.
Seventy-eight percent of Lynn graduates assume jobs in their
field of study within three months of graduation. Our student
athletes are strong competitors on the .field and earnest sclwl
ars in the classroom. Ours is a campus of student leaders,
defined by the interests, activities and traditions of a diverse
and dynamic body of active students.

Freshman Eric Keating makes
the most out of his time on the
Library tour by making faces at
his Freshman Seminar teacher.

Stu

nt Life. Your entire career in college you hear those words over and

over again. To very few do those words ever mean the same thing. We tried
to capture what student life means to you: Staying up way too late for hav
ing to get up so early. Rushing into the caf at 12:58 to make sure you get
lunch. Leaving campus to go out at the same time in high school you had to
be jn. Listening to Walt on Thur day nights. Heading to Friday's. Spending
time you should be at the library surfing at Spani h River. Shopping at Boca
Town Center. Group project in the Library. Playing hoops on the courts out
back. Attending club meetings.
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Playing songs in the deejay booth. An. wer- ChcmiJda
ing your cell phone anywhere and everywhere.
Playing pool in the stud nt center. Going home
to work in the family busine s. Making new

Felican leads the
Knigh teppers to a first place finish
in the Annual November Talent Jam.
The team also performed at basket
bllU games.

friends everyday. Pulling an all nighter. Pull
ing an all nighter studyjng. Going to South
Beach. Bonding with your teammates. Want
ing to kill your roommate. Not being able to
imagine

We wit110Ut your roommate. Making

a resume. Looking for a job. Cramming for
finals . Rooting on the Dolphins. Winning cash
at a. ' hool event. Taking the weekend and re
laxing in the Key. Calling home. Hating the
humidity. Loving the warm winter. Watching
the Knights. Rai ing money for Up 'til Dawn.
Wi lling you w uld hurry up and graduate.
Wishing the four years had 't flown by so
quickly. Graduating.
Whitney Thomas and Ginger
combine forces to compete in the
three legged race during Home
coming. They represented the
SGA team.
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It was 9 am and the alarm clocks were ringing in
all the hotels and houses in the Boca Raton area
because it was the first day of college. This day
brought the largest enrollment, from incoming
freshman to transfer students.
These students came from all over the world.

Their day started off with long lines in the Gym to
register for classes and to get their dorm room
keys .
The students were greeted by many friendly faces
including KOR members, faculty and administra
tion. The staff was there to make sure that every
question and concern was taken care of. The KOR
members were there to give the new students some
helpful hints that they would need to know to
survive the college life.
After the first day at the uni versity the new stu
dents seemed to make their mark. The returning
students filed in on September 7th.
The days proceeded with many fun and entertaining
events: Drive- In Movie, a Comedy Improv group,
a Sex and Intimacy Lecture, a Screw Party, and a

~,'~ K"I thought that orientation
week went well and new
(jr students adju sted to the c~,lIege
..,.,..
\ ~~

experIence with ease .
Senior Stuart
Kozlowski
"I was excited to
see so many new
and energetic
students entering
Lynn."
Senior Mike Vigil

Picnic at the Beach.
Everyday was filled with some sort of excitement
to keep the students busy and help them find their
place at Lynn .
Story by KARl GONSKA
From left to right New students and parents arrive for registra
tion; The night of the Screw Party where anything went; Justin
Bodner and Chris Guido show their tan at the Beach Party;
Patrick Moen did not miss an opportunity to say hi to Dr. Ross;
Stu art Kozlowski and Jonathan Williamson welcome freshman and
transfers at the door; New students relax at the Beach Party and
work on a tan; Dean Courtney explains new schedules; Beau and his
family are welcomed to Lynn University .
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It was 9 am and the alarm clocks were ringing in

all the hotels and houses in the Boca Raton area
because it was the first day of college. This day
brought the largest enrollment, from incoming
freshman to transfer students .
These students came from all over the world.
Their day started off with long lines in the Gym to
register for classes and to get their dorm room
keys.
The students were greeted by many friendly faces
including KOR members, faculty and administra
tion. The staff was there to make sure that every
question and concern was taken care of. The KOR
members were there to give the new students some
helpful hints that they would need to know to
survive the college life.
After the first day at the university the new stu
dents seemed to make their mark. The returning
students filed in on September 7th.
The days proceeded with many fun and entertaining
events: Drive- In Movie, a Comedy Improv group,
a Sex and Intimacy Lecture, a Screw Party , and a
Picnic at the Beach.
Everyday was filled with some sort of excitement
to keep the students busy and help them find their
place at Lynn.
StOJY by KARl GONSKA

From left to right New students and parents arrive for regi stra
tion; The night of the Screw Party where anything went; Justin
Bodner and Chris Guido show their tan at the Beach Party;
Patrick Moen did not miss an opportunity to say hi to Dr. Ross;
Stuart Kozlowski and Jonathan Williamson welcome freshman and
transfers at the door ; New students relax at the Beach Party and
work on a tan; Dean Courtney explains new schedules; Beau and his
family are welcomed to Lynn University.
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The Office of Residence Life has been
through a ton of changes this year and

o
o

come out strong. The summer started with
the hiring of three new Residence Directors
and 9 new RA's. They went through exten
sive training that ended with a retreat to the
Keys.
At the end of the first semester three RA's
and one RD were replaced. "It's always
hard to make a transition in the middle of a
year, but I think the whole staff did an
excellent job of adjusting," said Residence
Hall Director Kat Collins.
The RA's were required to put on at least 7
programs a semester. There were many
popular programs including Salsa lessons
and a Holiday Study Break gathering.

In the Spring the RA ' s also challenged the
.
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rest of the campus to the RA Challenge,
which offered students a chance to compete
for cash prizes.
The RA's did a lot of work that most stu

1

"I enjoy planning programs
for the sutdents on my hall."
Lisa Delgado

dents didn't think about. They had to be on
duty at least once a week, they were required
to come back to school early and stay at
school later to check in and out all of the
other students. They created programs and
bulletin boards and tried to make their
building a better place to live.
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"I get to meet
lots of new
people."
Scott Sheffield

From left to right: At August reception, RA ' s gather dur
ing training; Jorje Botello at Anything That Floats; The Spring
staff during training; Denise Cromwell and two of her resi
dents during Homecoming; The Lynn Hall Staff; Kenny
Hendrickson, Jim Hundrieser, and Sally Cavataio at recep
tion ; The Freiburger Hall Staff
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The Office of Residence Life has been
through a ton of changes this year and
come out strong. The summer started with
the hiring of three new Residence Directors
and 9 new RA' s. They went through exten
sive training that ended with a retreat to the
Keys.
At the end of the first semester three RA's
and one RD were replaced. "It's always
hard to make a transition in the middle of a
year, but I think t.he whole staff did an
excellent job of adjusting," said Residence
Hall Director Kat Collins.
The RA's were required to put on at least 7
programs a semester. There were many
popular programs including Salsa lessons
and a Holiday Study Break gathering.
In the Spring the RA' s also challenged the
rest of the campus to the RA Challenge,
which offered students a chance to compete
for cash prizes.
The RA' s did a lot of work that most stu
dents didn't think about. They had to be on
duty at least once a week, they were required
to come back to school early and stay at
school later to check in and out all of the
other students. They created programs and
bulletin boards and tried to make their
building a better place to live.
From left to right: At August reception, RA's gather dur
ing training ; Jorje Botello at Anything That Floats; The Spring
staff during training; Denise Cromwell and two of her resi
dents during Homecoming ; The Lynn Hall Staff; Ke nny
Hendrickson , Jim Hundrieser, and Sally Cavataio at recep
tion ; The Freiburger Hall Staff

Based on NC
regulations, Octo
ber 15th is the first day that the
University's basketball teams may offi
cially begin practice. On the night of the
14th staff, students, and athletes worked
together to keep the audience awake until
midnight, at which time the men and
women's basketball teams stepped onto the
court for an exhibition game.
Part of the entertainment was com
petition from 9 student teams in an event
called Mini Madness. These teams com
peted in three events: Rapid Fire (in which
they made as many baskets as they could in
30 seconds), Dizzy Bat relay, and SlamDunk contest. The winning team, WLYN
won $150, and were followed closely by
Hoop Dreams and Black Student Union.
The cheerleaders entertained the crowd
with music, rhythm, dance and acrobatics.
The new coach Diane Rosenberg intro
duced her new squad of 16 members. "It is
unbelievable how they improved! They
showed a lot of spirit," said Heather
Nikkoel, sophomore.
At midnight the action turned from
entertainment to basketball. "Midnight
Madness is a great tradition for Lynn
University athletes. The basketball team
appreciates all of the fan support," said
assistant coach, Ben Connolly, after the
exhibition game.
story by FERNANDA CAMPOS
From left to right: Eric Lawson, Pat Mohr, and Reno Beavi s take a water
break; A member of the Black Student Union does his own slam dunk:
Crystal Rogers and Violet Rogers laugh at the action on the coun; Darian
Bryant takes a moment to pose: Jorge Botello deejayed the event; the
WLYN team celebrates their "s lam "; The team Psycho Squad makes it
known that they mle the COlllts; Billy Ingram smi les after the first practive.
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Based on NCAA regulations, Octo
ber 15th is the first day that the
University's basketball teams may offi
cially begin practice. On the night of the
14th staff, students, and athletes worked
together to keep the audience awake until
midnight, at which time the men and
women's basketball teams stepped onto the
court for an exhibition game.
Part of the entertainment was com
petition from 9 student teams in an event
called Mini Madness. These teams com
peted in three events: Rapid Fire (in which
they made as many baskets as they could in
30 seconds), Dizzy Bat relay, and SlamDunk contest. The winning team, WLYN
won $150, and were followed closely by
Hoop Dreams and Black Student Union.
The cheerleaders entertained the crowd
with music, rhythm, dance and acrobatics.
The new coach Diane Rosenberg intro
duced her new squad of 16 members. "It is
unbelievable how they improved! They
showed a lot of spirit," said Heather
Nikkoel, sophomore.
At midnight the action turned from
entertainment to basketball. "Midnight
Madness is a great tradition for Lynn
University athletes. The basketball team
appreciates all of the fan support," said
assistant coach, Ben Connolly, after the
exhibition game.
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story by FERNANDA CAMPOS
From leU to right: Eric Lawson, Pat Mohr, and Re no Beavis take a water
break; A me mber of the Black Student Union does hi s own slam dunk;
Crystal Rogers and Vi ole t Rogers laugh at the action on the court; Daria n
Bryant takes a moment to pose ; Jorge Botello deej ay ed the event; the
WL YN team celebrates their " slam"; The team Psycho Squad makes it
known that they rule the courts; Billy Ingram smiles after the first practi ve .
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Alex Cribbs watches as her
teammate makes a lay-up.
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When you enter into college you are put into
an atmosphere where there are temptations to
go out and party until the break of dawn, but
there are many repercussions in drinking.
The organization that are the advocates of
being safe while out partying is STAR.
STAR stands for Students Teaching A ware
ness and Responsibilities. This organization
took on the task of teaching the affects of
drinking and driving and showed how there
are many different things one could do
instead of going out to a club.
Ana Segura sophomore and President of
STAR states, "A good way of teaching
people how to drink responsibly instead of
telling them not to drink but how to drink."
DUling Alcohol Awareness Week the
students of STAR and members of KOR put
together a party by the pool and served
Mocktails. They had a contest which in
cluded many other organizations and the
winner was chosen.
The winner of this event was STAR.
They also had provided a slapshot with the
Panthers game and had a speaker come and
speak about the effects of drinking.
The other organization besides STAR,
which promotes no alcohol is KAT.
They hold many different activities that are
alcohol free.
These organizations that provide alcohol free
programs do it so that students realize they
can have fun and party without the damag
ing effects of alcohol.
StOlY by KARl GONKSA

From left to right: The pool table is a great alternative to
drinking; the winning mocktail team ; Rob Cullen and Fran
Moore ; OJ Mark Wynter plays at MocktaiJs ; STAR at the
Mocktails contest; Joey Rego representes KIC at Mocktails ;
Ana Segura and Jessica Rosario at the Student Activities Fair;
A group of freshman check out the Mocktails.
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When you enter into college you are put into
an atmosphere where there are temptations to
go out and paIty until the break of dawn, but
there are many repercussions in drinking.
The organization that are the advocates of
being safe while out partying is STAR.
ST AR stands for Students Teaching Aware
ness and Responsibilities. This organization
took on the task of teaching the affects of
drinking and driving and showed how there
are many different things one could do
instead of going out to a club.
Ana Segura sophomore and President of
ST AR states, "A good way of teaching
people how to drink responsibly instead of
telling them not to drink but how to drink."
During Alcohol Awareness Week the
students of STAR and members of KOR put
together a party by the pool and served
Mocktails. They had a contest which in
cluded many other organizations and the
winner was chosen.
The winner of this event was STAR.
They also had provided a slapshot with the
Panthers game and had a speaker come and
speak about the effects of drinking.
The other organization besides STAR,
which promotes no alcohol is KAT.
They hold many different activities that are
alcohol free.
These organizations that provide alcohol free
programs do it so that students realize they
can have fun and party without the damag
ing effects of alcohol.
Story by KARl GONKSA

From left to right: The pool table is a great alternative to
drinking; the winning mocktaiJ team; Rob Cullen and Fran
Moore; DJ Mark Wynter plays at Mocktails; STAR at the
Mocktails contest; Joey Rego representes KlC at Mocktails;
Ana Segura and Jessica Rosario at the Student Activities Fair;
A group of freshman check out the Mocktails.
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Former President of STAR
Chris Guido
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The "mud Jots" provided
extra needed spaces but also
supplied extra mess .

Tripling meant
three people in
one room with
only two closets.

Have you ever heard the expression "Two is
company , but three is a crowd"? Well this year most
of the rooms in the Lynn, Frieburger, and De Hoernle
residence hall s at Lynn University have squished three
people to a room. Talk about tight space. The thought
of living with one other person is tough enough, let
alone living with two other people.
The complication with making the room
pretty (especially for us girls) turns out to be a real
task when organizing the room because of every
one else 's different opinions and tastes. Not to men
tion the daily routine of 3 people taking a shower
and waking everyone up with a hair dryer at all dif
ferent times of the morning.
Going to bed seems to be another issue.
The smart student who needs to get up at 7 am to
study for the big biology test the next day doesn't
want to be woken up by the clumsy loud roommate
coming in and making a racket at 3 am. The overall
experience seems to be fun, but at the end of the
day it can be quite stressful, and crowded.
Bryon Gribbons, a junior baseball player
who resides on the third floor in Lynn dorm enjoys
the experience of living with two other boy s. He
said, " It is much better to be on sports team and
sharing a room with two others because I know who
the guys are and we have the same interests."
The dorms are not the only problem, the other
problem is the parking . Since the lot between
DeHoernle and Trinity has been taken away there is
no where to park your car. The muddy lots make
everyone's car look terrible.
The new Residence Hall when it is com
pleted will solve a lot of these problems. In the
meantime waiting around for it to be built has caused
a lot of headaches for students and administrators
alike.
StOlY by FRANCESCA MOORE
From left to right: The dorm life can be rough when you have no place
put anything; The desks just seem to pile up and studying tends to be hal
The RA's have a tough job keeping track of everyone and making sure th
residents are happy; The dirt in the parking lot is being torn up so that thl
can start building the new dorm, that will be five stories; Residents reI;
and make due with the three people to a room; It is not all rough for tl
students because they seem to fwd time to hang out with other resident
Students walk into class tired of the late nights becasue of the roomma
conflicts; Girls just want to have fun as you can see.

Have you ever heard the expression "Two is
company, but three is a crowd"? Well this year most
of the rooms in the Lynn, Frieburger, and De Hoernle
residence halls at Lynn University have squished three
people to a room. Talk about tight space. The thought
of living with one other person is tough enough, let
alone living with two other people.
The complication with making the room
pretty (especially for us girls) turns out to be a real
task when organizing the room because of every
one else's different opinions and tastes. Not to men
tion the daily routine of 3 people taking a shower
and waking everyone up with a hair dryer at all dif
ferent times of the moming.
Going to bed seems to be another issue.
The smart student who needs to get up at 7 am to
study for the big biology test the next day doesn't
want to be woken up by the clumsy loud roommate
coming in and making a racket at 3 am. The overall
experience seems to be fun , but at the end of the
day it can be quite stressful, and crowded.
Bryon Gribbons, a junior baseball player
who resides on the third floor in Lynn dorm enjoys
the experience of living with two other boys. He
said, "It is much better to be on sports team and
sharing a room with two others because I know who
the guys are and we have the same interests."
The dorms are not the only problem, the other
problem is the parking. Since the lot between
DeHoernle and Trinity has been taken away there is
no where to park your car. The muddy lots make
everyone' s car look terrible.
The new Residence Hall when it is com
pleted will solve a lot of these problems. In the
meantime waiting around for it to be built has caused
a lot of headaches for students and administrators
alike .
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put anything; The desks ju st seem to pile up and studying tends to be har
The RA's have a tough job keeping track of everyone and making sure th
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students because they seem to find time to hang out with other resident
Students walk into class tired of the late nights becasue of the roomma
conflicts; Girls just want to have fun as you can see.
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The traditions of Homecoming
started last year and the students worked
hard to keep the traditions going. The
Knights Activities Team sponsored the
incredibly successful and fun week.
Homecoming this year was moved to the
fall as a part of Families Weekend. KAT
chose the theme of Knight Fever to be used
throughout the week.
The fun started on Tuesday, October 24
with a barbecue and the band Life in
General. During the day there was a win
dow painting contest for the teams to start
earning points.
On Wednesday brought the Mr. and Ms
University contest. The winner of this
competition was freshman Reggie Jackson
and freshman Christina Miller. They
would show their crowns at the end of the
week at the Golf Cart Parade. On Thursday
October 26, the gameshow Think Fast
happened where the competition was in
tense. The winner walked away with $400
in cash. Friday at 3pm was the annual Relay
Races and Anything that Floats. This was
and is always the funniest event during
homecoming. To end the week of Home
coming was the second annual Golf Cart
parade where teams decorated a golf cart,
and paraded around campus.
The overall winner were the member's of
Trinity Third Floor, second pa1ce went to
Knights in the Community, and third place
went to Sigma Sigma Sigma.
StOlY by KARl GONSKA
From left to right: Members of KIC surround their winning float; The
teams race across the lake; BSU takes a moment after the race; Jacob
Lacarelli drives his team through the parade; The women strut their
stuff at the pageant in 70' s gear; Marley Nelson and Elaine Russell
pose with their winnings; The teams line up for the three-legged portion
of the relay; Mike Vigil and Patrick Moen strike a pose during the 70' s
portion of the pageant.
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The traditions of Homecoming
started last year and the students worked
hard to keep the traditions going. The
Knights Activities Team sponsored the
incredibly successful and fun week.
Homecoming this year was moved to the
fall as a part of Families Weekend. KAT
chose the theme of Knight Fever to be used
throughout the week.
The fun started on Tuesday, October 24
with a barbecue and the band Life in
General. During the day there was a win
dow painting contest for the teams to start
earning points .
On Wednesday brought the Mr. and Ms
University contest. The winner of this
competition was freshman Reggie Jackson
and freshman Christina Miller. They
would show their crowns at the end of the
week at the Golf Cart Parade. On Thursday
October 26, the gameshow Think Fast
happened where the competition was in
tense. The winner walked away with $400
in cash. Friday at 3pm was the annual Relay
Races and Anything that Floats. This was
and is always the funniest event during
homecoming. To end the week of Home
coming was the second annual Golf Cart
parade where teams decorated a golf cart,
and paraded around campus.
The overall winner were the member's of
Trinity Third Floor, second paJce went to
Knights in the Community, and third place
went to Sigma Sigma Sigma.
StOIY by KARl OONSKA
From left to right: Members of KIC surround their winning float ; The
teams race across the lake ; BSU takes a moment after the race; Jacob
Lucarelli drives hi s learn throu gh the parade: The women strut their
stuff at the pageam in 70's gear; Marley Nelson and Elaine Russell
pose with their winnings ; The teams line up for the three-legged portion
of the relay ; Mike Vigil and Patrick Moen strike a pose during the 70' s
portion of the pageanl.
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" I think it is a wonderful idea,
schools become unified when
there are set traditions ,"
Senior Mark Sulli van
"I think it is a
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fabul ous idea to
\ "~Q'start traditions
because students ~\ '
have something to
look for ward to ,"
Junior Megan
Bubb
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"I am glad to see the weekend go
so well, and to see parents
enjoying themselves."
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Junior Stefanie Stein

October. Many families flew in or drove to
see their children at their university. The
parents were reunited with their sons and
daughters once again because of this
weekend.
Families weekend started on Friday
October 27th with the Honor's Convoca
tion. The Honor's Convocation was a
formal reception in honor of those students
who achieved in academics.
After the Convocation, families could go to
the first Harid Conservatory Concert held
on Lynn University campus. The night was
a wonderful way to start of the Families
Weekend because the cultural aspect of
Lynn was brought to parents and students.
The next morning the President of the
University, Dr. Ross, greeted many parents
and their children. The President met many
parents and the parents also got a chance to
meet some of the professors.
At around 11 :30 am the ribbon in front of
the International Building was cut in honor
of the new brick sidewalk honoring alumni.
The families after this ceremony were
greeted by the Knights of the Roundtable,
who gave those parents interested a tour of
the campus. Saturday evening parents had
the option of attending a dinner at Cap's
Restaurant on the Intracoastal.
The final ending of this weekend was the
annual brunch that is held every Sunday
during this weekend.
SrolY by KARl GONSKA

"It was a wonderful
weekend, especially to
see everyone having a
great time."
Junior Jordan Kohl

From left to right The Lynn teams talks at the Golf Cart Parade and
barbecue; Dr. Ross and Mrs. Ross are presented with the scissors to
the ribbon to the brick sidewalk; Mr. Malfitano gives a speech that
welcomes students and parents to the Convocation; Danielle Winn
helps a student find her certiftcate; Rachel Cibula receives her honO!
award; Chad Barr enjoys the Golf Cart Parade whiJe eating a chick
sandwich; A student speaks at the seminar held by Marsha Glines:
Megan Bubb and her mom spend time together after the Coffee with
the President.
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October. Many families flew in or drove to
see their children at their university. The
parents were reunited with their sons and
daughters once again because of this
weekend.
Families weekend started on Friday
October 27th with the Honor's Convoca
tion. The Honor's Convocation was a
formal reception in honor of those students
who achieved in academics.
After the Convocation, families could go to
the first Harid Conservatory Concert held
on Lynn University campus. The night was
a wonderful way to start of the Families
Weekend because the cultural aspect of
Lynn was brought to parents and students.
The next morning the President of the
University, Dr. Ross, greeted many parents
and their children. The President met many
parents and the parents also got a chance to
meet some of the professors.
At around 11 :30 am the ribbon in front of
the International Building was cut in honor
of the new brick sidewalk honoring alumni.
The families after this ceremony were
greeted by the Knights of the Roundtable,
who gave those parents interested a tour of
the campus. Saturday evening parents had
the opti on of attending a dinner at Cap's
Restaurant on the Intracoastal.
The final ending of this weekend was the
annual brunch that is held every Sunday
during this weekend .
Story by KARl GONSKA
From left to right The Lynn teams talks at the Golf Cart Parade and
barbecue; Dr. Ross and Mrs. Ros s are presented with the scissors to ,
the ribbon to the bri ck sidewalk; Mr. M alfitano gives a speech that
welcomes students and parents to the Convoc ation ; Danielle Winn
helps a student find her certificate; Rachel Cibula receives her hon
award; Chad Barr enjoys the Golf Cart Parade while eating a chide!
sandwi ch; A student speaks at the seminar held by Marsha Glines;
Megan Bubb and her mom spend time together after the Coffee with
the Presid ent.

The weekend trips were so popular last
year that Student Activities decided to head
in the same direction again this year,
returning to Universal Studios and Islands
of Adventures for Fright Night and then
heading to Key west in December.
"The Universal trip was so fun. The theme
park is totally transformed for the Halloween
Fright Night. I loved it," said sophomore
Kim Simon.
The Key West trip was in December and the
group got excellent weather. "It was great to
head south and get to layout in the sun in
December," said freshman Melissa Niccolo.
The trip included a two night stay in Key
West and a Sunset cruise. "The cruise was
so cool. It was one of the prettiest sunsets I
have ever seen," said freshman Brendan
Arey.
When the students got off of the cruise
they were welcomed with the Key West
Holiday parade. Floats and cars from over
40 different schools, organizations, and
businesses took to Duvall street to wel
come in the Holidays.

rom left to right: Key West group on Sebago; Students
lake the most of their Fright Night; Melissa Niccolo tries
) stay warm on the cruise; One of the floats during the
:ey West Christmas parade ; Mike Vigil and Amali
eneviratne after a Wet Ride; Frank Segura and Sarah
Ie wait for the cruise; A group of students wait outside
. of Adventure; Group of girls after long day of fun.
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year that Student Activities decided to head
in the same direction again this year,
returning to Universal Studios and Islands
of Adventures for Fright Night and then
heading to Key west in December.
'The Universal trip was so fun. The theme
park is totally transformed for the Halloween
Fright Night. I loved it," said sophomore
Kim Simon.
The Key West trip was in December and the
group got excellent weather. "It was great to
head south and get to layout in the sun in
December," said freshman Melissa Niccolo.
The trip included a two night stay in Key
West and a Sunset cruise. "The cruise was
so cool. It was one of the prettiest sunsets I
have ever seen," said freshman Brendan
Arey.
When the students got off of the cruise
they were welcomed with the Key West
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Holiday parade. Floats and cars from over
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40 different schools, organizations, and
businesses took to Duvall street to wel
come in the Holidays.

"It was great to see new faces
form new and bonding
friendships."
Advisor Amali Seneviratne
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'rom left to right: Key West group on Sebago; Students
lake the most of their Fright Night; Melissa Niccolo tries
J stay warm on the cruise; One of the floats during the
~ e y West Christmas parade; Mike Vigil and Amali
eneviratne after a Wet Ride; Frank Segura and Sarah
wait for the cruise; A group of students wait outside
s of Adventure; Group of girls after long day of fun.
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International Day has become a much antici
pated event at Lynn University. Over 25% of
our students are international, representing
over 70 countries. The International Office,
in conjunction with LINC (Lynn Interna
tional Club), worked together to sponsor this
event. The students are offered the chance to
put together a table that reflects the many
different aspects of their culture. This year
there were tables from Saudi Arabia, Turkey,
Japan, Israel, Colombia, the Dominican
Republic, Brazil, Puerto Rico, Mexico and
many others. The students worked with the
Total Food Services Staff to come up with a
menu that reflects the food from their coun
try. Dishes ranged from traditional American
hot dogs to tortilla chips to Indian curry
chicken.
The cafetella is transformed into a cultural
center with flags representing the countIies
flying from the ceiling.
The Norberto and Marisela with their septet
brought a Latin flavor to the luncheon with
their energetic and rhythmatic music.
Awards were given to the countries who
were the Most Creative and Spirited. This
year the Dominan Republic, Puerto Rican,
Colombian and Japanese efforts were recog
nized.
From left to right Angela Alejandre and Jorje Botello repre
sent Mexico; Selymar Colon, Ana Ramallo, Joysette Rivera
Mary Jane Brauerman, and Esteban Ranallo represent Puert(
Rico; The Katoh School from Japan; Yesim Turhan, OZ(
Goktug, and Taner Balci from Turkey; Two students demon·
strate Capoeira; Students show the exciting costumes of the
Dominican Republic; Colombian students wear the colors 0:
the flag.
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It was a day that everyone on campus
couldn't wait for, the day that the ground
was broken for the new residence hall.
Students, faculty, administration, and trustees
joined together with Mrs. Christine Lynn for
the festivities.
The ceremony was held on March 27
at I pm to celebrate the start of a new facility.
The new residence hall was a gift from
Christine E. Lynn, on behalf of the E.M.
Lynn Foundation, which was what made
this dream a reality.
The new residence hall will be five stories
high. The 93,410 square foot residence hall
will house 286 students. The residence hall
will also be equipped with a new Student
Health Center and a Student Services Suite.
The Student Health Center will occupy
nearly double the amount of space it cur
rently has, allowing for two examining
rooms, three counseling areas, and a waiting
room in a 920 square foot area within the
new hall.
With all the excitement around campus the
students can not wait for this building to
open so that they all can enjoy it. The
addition of residence halls shows how much
the university is growing and how many
new students are expected to attend Lynn
over the next couple of years.
The new residence hall should be open in
the academic year of 2002- 2003.
Story by KARl GONSKA
left to right It was time to put on the hard hats and break the
for the new residence hall; Mrs. Lynn gets ready to start digging;
is gathered together to celebrate the new residence hall; Mrs.
gave her bless ing and thanks to the faculty and students; KOR mem
rs Justin Bodner, Debbie Franscique, and Danielle Winn are ready to
Ieome the trustee to this special event; A group photo of the students as
cxpress their feelings on the new building; Students, faculty, and staff
together before the ceremony began; " Can't wait to move in to our new
" is the theme for the year.
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It was a day that everyone on campus
couldn't wait for, the day that the ground
was broken for the new residence hall.
Students, faculty, administration, and trustees
joined together with Mrs. Christine Lynn for
the festivities.
The ceremon y was held on March 27
at I pm to celebrate the start of a new facility.
The new residence hall was a gift from
Christine E. Lynn, on behalf of the E.M.
Lynn Foundation, which was what made
this dream a reality.
The new residence hall will be five stories
high. The 93,410 square foot residence hall
will house 286 students. The residence hall
will also be equipped with a new Student
Health Center and a Student Services Suite.
The Student Health Center will occupy
nearly double the amount of space it cur
rently has, allowing for two examining
rooms, three counseling areas, and a waiting
room in a 920 square foot area within the
new hall.
With all the excitement around campus the
students can not wait for this building to
open so that they all can enjoy it. The
addition of residence halls shows how much
the university is growing and how many
new students are expected to attend Lynn
over the next couple of years.
The new residence hall should be open in
the academic year of 2002- 2003.
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is gathered togethcr to cclebrate the new residence hall; Mrs.
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President Michael Vigil
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"The New Residence Hall is
a wonderful idea and I am
so glad that they are
expanding the campus."
Vice President
Megan Bubb

"I would like to see a beer
garden once a month."
Eric Keating
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"Casino Night was
such a blast!"
Patrick Moen

The weekend kicked off with a visit from the
hilarious comedy troop, the Have Nots from
Charleston, South Carolina. The Knights
Activities Team transformed the auditorium
into a comedy club. Three lucky audience
members won gift certificates to the Simon
Mall.
Friday brought the Annual Volleyball
Tournament where seven teams competed
for prizes. The Palabras, a team of faculty
and staff walked away with the 1st Place
Trophy. The early evening brought the Beer
Garden and Barbecue. Students sat beside
the Trinity Lake and enjoyed an early Happy
Hour. Many students and staff spent patt of
the evening in the lake, as it is the tradition to
throw seniors in the lake at their last beer
garden. "1 thought this was a great event, I
wish we could have another one in the fall. It
is nice to be allowed to drink responsibly on
campus with friends," said senior Josh
Kristowski.
Friday Night brought the largest Casino
Night that Lynn has ever seen. Sponsored by
the Residence Hall Association (RHA), over
200 students came out to try their luck at
Black Jack, Roulette, and craps. Prizes
ranged from a DVD player, TV, Palm Pilot,
Play Station to many, many more. "We were
so pleased with the turnout at the Casino
Night. RHA spent a lot of time planning the
event," said RHA chairperson Danielle
Winn.
From left to right O'Neil and Will St. Piene take a break from
tables; Paula Pizanni and Ryan Howard press their luck;
Gonska and Megan Bubb try to get Joey Rego in the lake;
Weinstein and Megan play Black Jack; Billy Ingram and
Delgado try to double their money; Danielle Hanoud
her first time in the lake; The Volleyball Tournament; Jamie Byei.~~~~
Ross Lumsden, and Lee Dukes toast at the beer garden.
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The Clubs and Organizations at Lynn University may be small in
members, but they are big in achievement. In the 2000-2001 school year
these groups have had some phenomenal achievements.
Combined they have held over 300 meetings, raised over $20,000,
participated in over J00 programs, held 15 holiday feasts and programs,
traveled as far as Israel and as close as the local homeless shelter. These
members have mtLde new ftiends both on campus and in the community.
They have touched the lives of faculty, staff, students, and children through
lV''fZVl.f -to ~ ov-e.p::f;j,ve.- service, programming, and just working to
Jessica Rosario figures out how

to

publicize STAR's (Stude~l~ -:reaching
Awareness and Respon ~\ blhty) nexl
event.

improve campus life.
"Our clubs make such a tremendous
impact on this campus. Everyday they are
pu tt ing on a program, meeting to plan
metbingfor underprivileged children, do
ing something to improve themselves as in
dividuals. These students are certainly
learning as much out of the classroom as
n

they do in the classroopl," said Director of
Student Activities Kathleen Shehan.
This year there were several new
organizations add ed. including: the
Knightsteppers, a gro up of women who
dance and perform step shows; Kappa
Lambda Psi, a fraternity interest group; and
the Drama Club, an organization where you
can express your interest in theater and the
arts.
. in the Community set out to
24 foster children with a day
led with fun and college students.
got help from 7 other clubs.

The year ended with a celebration
of these groups at the Leadership Banquet.

Let's get retro. Stefanie Stein
and Jonathan Williamson at
the Pagaent.
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KOR set out in August to get
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the events for the upcoming
school year.
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The Knights of the Roundtable
has been an active organization for 17
years. In the 17 years the group has gone
through some major changes, especially
this year. This year the group lost Dr. Jim
Hundrieser, who had been the advisor for
eight years . In those years he helped keep
the group strong and determined to com
plete the goals that the members had set.
KOR was greeted in September
with a very energetic and enthusiastic
face: Kathleen Shehan. Kathleen brought
change by having new ideas and a differ
ent outlook for the group.
In the beginning of each year the
members get together for a weekend to
set many of the goa ls and objectives for
the year to come.
The Knights of the Roundtable is a
group of select individuals with multifac
eted purposes.
The responsibility of this orga
nization is to service as the student hosts
for such prominent campus functions as
Orientation, Society ofFamiJies Weekend,
Commencement, Open House, Exca Jibur
Extravaganza, and the Holiday Gala. The

Orientation Week was a major step for KOR be
cause for the first time in 17 years they imple
mented all of the programs for that week.
Furthermore, it is the responsibility of
this organization to offer leadership to the stu
dent body in promotion of academic excellence
and a sense of schoo l spirit and unity. Members
are charged with the responsibility of promoting
all University programs.
In offering their leadership, as respected
student, the Knights of the Roundtable provides
motivation for others to excel and become involved
in the University community.
The reason why this particular group has
remained a strong entity at the university is due to
the high standards that they possess. They make
sure that they keep in touch with what is happen
ing on and off campus at a ll times. Of all the re
sponsibilities the group has, having fun and build
ing friendships are their main priorities.
"KOR teaches you the triple D's of suc
cess which are Discipline to maintain in good Aca
demic Standards, Determination to be the best stu
dent role model, Dedication to wo rk as a group,"
said sophomore 10n Williamson
Story by KARl GONSKA
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Mike Vigil, Adam Rosenswag, and
Brian Eiken relax after competing
in the Anything that F loats competit ion duri ng Homecoming Week.

Student
The Student Government Asso
ciation is an organization that exists
to provide support for students to give
them a better campus life. The students
were able to bring issues to be resolved
to the SGA meetings every other
Tuesday night at 6pm. The president
delegates the issues to members of the
E board and they look into the issues.
Some of the things SGA did this
year were put lights along Potomac
Road, Apathy week which was a fac
ulty/student softball game, fun facts
trivia, and blue and white day . The
finance committee distIibuted all of its
budget to clubs and organizations.
SGA participated in homecoming
and Spring Fling. SGA won second
place in the RA Challenge.
The executive board consisted
of Mike Vigil (President),

SGA, KAT and Mark
Sullivan from WL YN
comb ined fo rces to
come in 2nd place at
the RA Challenge.
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Una, Stefanie Stein ,
and Jack ie George re
cruit members for
Knights in the Com
munity.

Megan Bubb (Vice- President),
Danielle Hanoud (Secretary), Joe
Abruzzo (Treasurer), Stefanie Stein
(Community Service Chair), and
Danielle Winn (RHA Chair).
The biggest feat that SGA
had was creating the new constitu
tion. In the revisions RHA and
KAT's executive board members are
no longer required to attend the SGA
meetings. There will be a student sen
ate consisting of one representati ve
from each school, one rep from each
dorm and one from each class . The
Senate was formed to bring the stu 
dents and their issues to the SGA to
be resolved. SGA felt that this would
promote unity between the student
body.
Stoq by Megan Bubb
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Mike Vi gil , Adam Rosenswag. and
Bri an Eiken rela x after compe tin g
in the Anything th at Floats compe
tition during Ho mecoming Week.

Ad viosr of the Kni ghts Acti vities
Tea m poses with me mbe rs Fran
Moore and Ka ty Adam s a t th e
Leadership Celebration .

Megan Bubb (Vice- President),
Danielle Hanoud (Secretary), Joe
Abruzzo (Treasurer), Stefanie Stein
(Community Service Chair), and
Danielle Winn (RHA Chair).
The biggest feat that SGA
had was creating the new constitu
tion. In the revisions RHA and
KAT's executive board members are
no longer required to attend the SGA
meetings. There will be a student sen
ate consisting of one representative
from each school, one rep from each
dorm and one from each class. The
Senate was formed to bring the stu
dents and their iss ues to the SGA to
be resolved. SGA felt that this would
promote unity between the student
body.
Story by Megan Bubb

The SGA E Boa rd wraps up their
fin al meeting of the year. The new
officers we re s worn in at the end of
thi s mee tin g.
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KA T e-board shows off their
Spring 200 I posters in their
favorite offi c e during the
scavenger hunt.

As hlie Thoma s , Megan
Bubb, and Rob Cullen take a
moment to c heck out all of
the Honky Tonks in Nashville
at the NACA conference.

Kim Simon, Rob Cullen and
Fran Moore enjoy Casino
night held by Tri Sigma. They
enjoyed attending someone
else's program.
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Kim Simon, Rob Cullen and
Fran Moore enjoy Casino
night held by Tri Sigma. They
enjoyed attending Someone
else's program.

Knight Activities Team, a
branch of student government, was
chaired by junior, Megan Bubb. The
members of KAT held activities on
and off campus for the student body
to have a place to play in their free
time. KAT held two events a week,
normally one on campus and one off.
Some of the events held throughout
the year are movie nights at the
Muvico Palace, Midnight bowling at
Don Carters, ping pong and pool
tournaments, trips to Disney and Key
West, Miami Dolphins and Heat
games, bands, and game shows. KAT
is subdivided into four committees:
comedy and novelty, trips, concerts,
and special events. Each committee
is given separate responsibilities and
they are expected to work together to
facili tate the overall success of KAT.

The planning of these events were
done by the executive board that in
cluded Ashlie Thomas, Kim Simon,
Rob Cullen, Jim Huber, Kari
Gonska, and Karlton Brown. Fran
Moore and Rebecca Rosenwasser
were also a great addition as commit
tee members. The members were re
sponsible for finding an event, talk
ing to agents and signing contracts.
They then had to publicize, set up and
take down each event. These eight
students spent many hours of dedica
tion to have their fellow students en
tertained.
"Without the help of the six
executive board members and our
advisor Kathleen Shehan, KAT
would never have been such a suc
cess," said Megan Bubb.
story by KARl GONSKA

Residence Hall
The Residence Hall Associa
tion (RHA) was lead by Danielle
Winn with advisor Keith Flick. The
executive board consisted of Matt
Slobodkin (food service chair), Jim
Huber (parking committee chair),
Mike Sirchio (treasurer), Will Hearst
(public relations), and three hall rep
resentatives Megan Claflin, Chris
Kelly, and John Lallo. The RHA
exists to promote better campus life
for on campus students.
The RA's held programs on
their floors to bring its residence to
gether. They sponsored a Barbecue
with president Ross on the Freiburger
lawn. They held Casino Night dur
ing Spring Fling Weekend, giving
away a television, DVD, VCR, Ste
reo and Playstation.

Megan Claflin partici
pates in the 2nd an
nual Homecoming pa
rade, supporting many
organizations .
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ebrates
with
Danielle Hanoud
on the 3rd annual
Casino Night.

Mike Sirchio watched Kenny
Hendrickson pick the winner
of the DVD player.

--.

RHA also sponsored a
Midnight Study Break Breakfast
during finals, first semester.
RHA held a fundraiser for Up
'til Dawn with a comedy hyp
notist at Boca Nuts. They also
held a Halloween door decorat
ing contest in October.
Jim Huber, the parking
committee chair said, "RHA is
a positive organization on cam
pus because it provides residents
a fomm to voice their concerns."
RHA had teams during
Homecoming and for Up 'til
Dawn. Members of RHA also
participated in Spring Fling
Weekend in the Volleyball tour
nament and the RA challenge.
Story by: Megan Bubb

Memt
in Up
most I
ganiz<

~
~

Hall

Mike Sirchio watched Kenny
Hendrickson pick the winner
of the DVD player.

Members of RHA participated
in Up 'til Dawn, raising the
most money out of all the or
ganizations.

RHA also sponsored a
Midnight Study Break Breakfast
during finals, first semester.
RHA held a fundraiser for Up
'til Dawn with a comedy hyp
notist at Boca Nuts. They also
held a Halloween door decorat
ing contest in October.
Jim Huber, the parking
committee chair said, "RHA is
a positive organization on cam
pus because it provides residents
a forum to voice their concerns."
RHA had teams during
Homecoming and for Up 'til
Dawn. Members of RHA also
participated in Spring Fling
Weekend in the Volleyball tour
nament and the RA challenge.
Story by: Megan Bubb

Dr. Ross converses with
Brendan Moran at the 1st
annual Barbecue with the
president.
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Joy to the World. KIC kicks
the season off by singing car
ols at the local hospital.

prov;C

~

It is all fun and games Work Work Work. KIC

o

until... Even after a hard days gets their hands dirty while
work on the job the members working on a home for
of KIC find time to feel good. Habitat for Humanities.

Knights In the Community i~
nity service branch of the Stl
ment Association at Lynn Uni
been a member for the past
proudly stepped up to the p
year. Being a part of the Knig~
munity (KIC) has changed a
tures in my life and certain as
a person. I have learned ma l
can carry with me throughOl
addition to leadership skill
learned valuable teamwork th ,
with my future endeavors. I h:
the satisfaction and persona
from helping others. Seeing
preciation on the faces of thos
helped lets you know that)
ally touched the life of some
There are many great respons i
periences that are incorporate
from being a part of KIC. C
sonal favorites is Habitat !
Another one of my person
working with Children in D
children are placed in homes
sive treatment they have ha
from their guardians. Knigh
munity held a carnival on cr
less fortunate children. Not 0

Let's feed the Homeless. The students of
KIC go to Cafe Joshua
to feed the homeless.

providing

,nd games
a hard days
he members
.0 feel good.

Work Work Work. KIC
gets their hands dirty while
working on a home for
Habitat for Humanities.

Knights In the Community is the Commu
nity service branch of the Student Govern
ment Association at Lynn University. I have
been a member for the past two years and
proudly stepped up to the presidency last
year. Being a part of the Knights In the Com
munity (KIC) has changed a variety of fea
tures in my life and certain aspects of me as
a person. I have learned many skills that I
can carry with me throughout my life. In
addi tion to leadership skills I have also
learned valuable teamwork that will help me
with my future endea vors. I have also gained
the satisfaction and personal gratification
from helping others. Seeing a smile of ap
preciation on the faces of those that you have
helped lets you know that you have actu
ally touched the life of someone in need.
There are many great responsibilities and ex
periences that are incorporated into ones life
from being a part of KIC. One of my per
sonal favorites is Habitat for Humanity.
Another one of my personal favorites is
working with Children in Distress. These
children are placed in homes due to the abu
sive treatment they have had to encounter
from their guardians . Knights In the Com
munity held a camival on campus for these
less fortunate children. Not only did the car

E

What do you
think? Joey Rego
shows his talent at
the Homecoming
Talent Show.

a!

nival foster a sense of community amongst the
various organizations on campus but it was
also a day of life' s celebration for the children.
The Annual Easler Egg Hunt is another event
which brings the laughter of chi Idren into my
life. Sixty children from a soup kitchen come
to Lynn University to celebrate Easter and find
their chocolate stuffed eggs which are hidden
all over the campus grounds.
In addition to directly contributing to the well
being of people, I help create awareness
about important issues for the Lynn Univer
sity student body. On World AIDS Day KIC
members ha nded out red ribbons and infor
mational fl yers to the students. Il was great
to see the unity amongst the students as they
wore their red ribbons in support of the
cause. Yet another great causeis Up 'til Dawn,
which is a yearlong fundraising extravaganza
to benefit children with Cancer and other cata
strophic diseases.
Being a part of Knights In the Community
has uncovered many sides to me as a per
son and has initiated the first steps of a self
exploration and evolution . Helping others
is like helping myself. I am growing as an
individual and feeling good about myself
in the process.

story by Stefanie Stein

1

•
The Top Ten bust and move to
Twist and Shout. The staff team
was the first team to complete rais
ing their $1 ,000.

for the
~~
The Second Year of Up 'til Dawn
was filled with success. Eleven teams,
comprised of six members each, helped
raise money for this worthy cause.
Danielle Hanoud, a graduating senior,
spearheaded the nine member executive
board.
The six-hour fundraising extrava
ganza was held on the second floor of
the Student Center on March 23, 2001
at 8:00pm. Three patients from St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital attended
the event in order to share their story. The
students were deeply touched by the sto
ries told by the patients. The night held
many tearful moments. One of those mo
ments was when a video of the hospital
in Memphis and the children who have
been stricken with deadly diseases was
shown. The tears that were brought to
everyone's eyes were both that of sad

The Grand Tota l of everyones
fundraising efforts came up
to $14,200. The executive
board was excited to present
the check to St. Jude.
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Jacob Lucarel li rolled
a strike at midnight
bowling in the celebra
tion of Up 'til Daw n.

ness and joy.
The night also encompassed the
celebrations of the efforts of each stu
dent who raised money. To keep the stu
dents entertained, there were an array
of games, pool and table tennis tourna
ments, food and music. The main attrac
tion was the karaoke machine . The
night 's celebrations ended at Don
Carter's Bowling Alley, where students
indulged in a great deal of fun and en
joyed the social atmosphere with their
friends.
The grand total raised by the
students was $14,200.00. To this date,
Lynn has raised the most money with
regards to its size in comparison to the
other schools participating in Up 'til
Dawn.

The men
patient a:
of Li vin
karaoke:

The Top Ten bust and move to
Twist and Shollt. The staff team
was the first team to complete rais
ing their $1 ,000.

ness and joy.
The rught also encompassed the
celebrations of the effolis of each stu
dent who raised money. To keep the stu
dents entertained, there were an array
of games, pool and table tennis tourna
ments, food and music. The main attrac
tion was the karaoke machine. The
night's celebrations ended at Don
Carter's Bowling Alley, where students
indulged in a great deal offun and en
joyed the social atmosphere with their
fiiends.

The men of Hard KOR pose with a
patient after their sti rring rendition
of Livin g La Vida Loca on the
karaoke machine.

'*

The grand total raised by the
students was $14,200.00. To this date,
Lynn has raised the most money with
regards to its size in comparison to the
other schools participating in Up 'til
Dawn.

Students who spe nt a ll year
fundraising for St. Jude take time to
pose for a group photo.
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BSU Shows Lynn Spirit.
And e rs , Deepa Chowgula, and
Clarence Boston ride in their
decorated golf cart.

s'ackStu~

Who wants to be a leader?
Clarence Boston an d Charles Fos
ter gel involved with the SAIL
leadership program.

Full of Hot Air. B ra ndy Phalo
and Charles Foster quickly deco
rate as they participate in Home
coming 2000.

The Black Student
stri ves for academic exc(
and promotes cultural aw,
among its members.
The university has gi \
organization like Black ~
Union a chance to learn an
about different cultures:
the world.
The mission of the Bla
dent Union is to encoura
promote a positive image
rican Americans and minol
general. They also hel
members in achieving the
cational goals.
Even though BSU h
trouble this past year wit]
ing the group together th(
managed to keep a positi

Go Team Go!! Jenny
Van Agtmael leads her
learn member to the finish line. BSU had two
teams partici pating.

Mr. University is
mine baby. Alaa Ali
and Will Saint Pierre
strut their stuff during
the pagent.

Black student

UNION

be a leader?
Ind Charles Foswith the SAIL
1m.

Full of Hot Air. Brandy Ph alo
and Charles Foster qui ckly deco
rate as they participate in Home
coming 2000.

The Black Student Union
strives for academic excellence
and promotes cultural awareness
among its members.
The uni versi ty has given the
organization like Black Student
Union a chance to learn and teach
about different cultures around
the world.
The mission of the Black Stu
dent Union is to encourage and
promote a positive image of Af
rican Americans and minorities in
general. They also help their
members in achieving their edu
cational goals.
Even though BSU has had
trouble this past year with keep
ing the group together they have
managed to keep a positive out

look for the future.
The Black Student Union
had teams in both the Midnight
Madness tournament and
Homecoming. They placed third
in Midnight Madness, earning

$50.
The current members are :
President Charles Foster, Vice
President Jenny Van Agtmael,
Secretary Brandy Phalo, Trea
surer Clarence Boston, Public
Relations Will Saint, and the
Advisor is Dr. Jennifer Gerz
Escandon.
"A special thanks for all the
help and commitment to the
Union this year. I wish the best
of luck to the future of BSU,"
said senior Jenny Van Agtmael.
Story by KARl GONSKA

Girls Ju s t Want to hav e
fu n! Brooke Abramowitz,
Kim Simon and J ane
Schlesinger pose after gradu a
tion .

The sisters of Tri

SIGMA
The Student Body must have
seen these women walking around
with their letters on. Sigma Sigma
SIgma was the only active sorority
on campus. They have been in
stalled since the spring of 1998 and
have proved to be one of the most
successful organizations on cam
pus.
There are currently 15 sorority
sisters and they have continued to
bring their numbers up over the
past couple of years. They work
together in sisterhood to promote
activities and to supply school
spirit.
Sigma is a part of a philan
thropy that is the Robbie Page Me
morial, which is at a children's hos
pital. The Sigma sisters work to
gether to support the children in the
hospital and they raise money for

Don't look now
but
are
the y
twin s? No , they
are getting ready to
show off their holi
day float.
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The Sisters of
the
Night.
Danielle Winn and
Danielle Hanoud
show school spirit
at the Holiday Gala.

the hospital facility.
The Sigma women put on many
events throughout the year. They go
through a process of initiation, called
arc degree. They have been working
with the new fraternity on building
their brotherhood. They are famous
on campus for their annual Hallow
een Bash and for their spirit through
out the year. The Sigma sisters placed
third place in Homecoming.
As the years go on, the sisters con
tinue to accomplish their goal of bond
ing with other sisters. This group of
women are determined to promote
themselves and the University.
"Being a part of Sigma has given
me a solid sense of leadership and
special bond s between people I
wouldn't have thought possible," said
sophomore Stacy Mintz.
StOIY by KARl GONSKA

How
Simon
port e;
they d.
are a p

f Tri

Girl s Ju st W a nt to have
fun! Brooke A br<lmowitz ,
Kim Simon and J a ne
Schlesinger pose after gradua
tion.

How Cute are the y? Kim
Simon and Stacy Mi ntz su p
port each other in whatever
they do and are g lad that they
are a part of sisterhood.

the hospital facility.
The Sigma women put on many
events throughout the year. They go
through a process of initiation, called
arc degree. They have been working
with the new fraternity on building
their brotherhood. They are famous
on campus for their annual Hallow
een Bash and for their spirit through
out the year. The Sigma sisters placed
third place in Homecoming.
As the years go on, the sisters con
tinue to accomplish their goal of bond
ing with other sisters. This group of
women are determined to promote
:hemselves and the University.
"Being a part of Sigma has given
ne a solid sense of leadership and
;pecial bonds between people I
Nouldn't have thought possible," said
;ophomore Stacy Mintz.
StOIY by KARl GONSKA

L adies in White, not Red.
The women go through an ini
ti ation in which they hold many
d iffere nt ceremonies to cel
ebrate.
~

•
Team Number 3 gathers on
deHoernle Lawn to discuss strate
gies for the upcoming challenge.

When all was said and done the
teams gathered together in the Trin
ity Courtyard to celebrate a healthy
day of competition.
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The teams line up for the balloon
toss . Depending on which team
member caught the balloon altered
the number of points.

The RA Challenge begar
I :OOpm on the Softball Field .
teams of six gathered in their br
yellow T-Shirts to compete i
events to see who would walk a
with the $475 cash prize and b
ging rights for the next year.
The day started with a spiri
lay which involved potato sack
ing, jello eating, O'Doule chug~
wheelbarrow racing, and picl
Swedish fish out of a plate of \
cream.
The second event was the :c
Bat soccer shoot where contes!
spun around a bat ten times and
had four seconds to make a she
goal.
From there, teams moved
the balloon toss. The twist was
the participants had to catch the
loons in their shirt and the tosser
wearing a blindfold. After the
loons each team member

j and done the
:ther in the Trin
ebrate a healthy

Jim Huber carries
Stuart Kozlowski as
they make their way
across the Softball
Field in the final leg of
the relay race.

Team Number 6
starte d the day off
strong. They came into
the competition being
the learn to beat. .

he~

_ sa

The tt:ams line up for the balloon
toss. Dcpen ding on which leam
member cu ughl the balloon altered
the number of points.

The RA Challenge began at
1:OOpm on the Softball Field. Ten
teams of six gathered in their bright
yellow T-Shirts to compete in 6
events to see who would walk away
with the $475 cash prize and brag
ging tights for the next year.
The day started with a spitit re
lay which involved potato sack rac
ing, jello eating, O'Doule chugging,
wheelbarrow racing , a nd picking
Swedish fish out of a plate of whip
cream.
The second event was the Dizzy
Bat soccer shoot where contestants
spun around a bat ten times and then
had four seconds to make a shot on
goal.
From there, team s moved onto
the balloon toss . The twist was that
the participants had to catch the bal
loons in their shirt and the tosser was
wearing a blindfold . After the bal
loons each team member was

handed a Koosh Ball and presented with
a Slip N' Slide. The goal was to shoot
the Koosh Ball in a basket while sliding
on the Slip 'N Slide.
The group found its way back to the
Softball Field where teams picked two
teammates to compete in the Egg Toss.
The final event brought the students
over to the Pool area where they com
peted in a swimming relay with a major
twist. The swimmers had to carry with
them a watermelon greased in Crisco.
All of the teams gave it everything
they had, but only three teams walked
away with the cash. The third place team
was the Issues crew, the second place
team was the WSGAJKAT, and for the
fourth year in a row , KOR was victori
ous.
"The theme of the day was Only the
Strong Survive, and I think everyone
would agree it was definitely a day of
challenge," said Lisa Scala, Residence
Hall Director.
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•
Corey Adler, Shawn Warner,
and the Hill e l Advi sor cel
ebrate a Jewish Holiday Di n
ne r in the Henke Room.

The Jewish faith

HILLEL
The Hillel Club was a Jewish
organization that is on different
college campuses around the
United States.
The Hillel club at Lynn Uni
versity is very active with about
15 members. They have done
many different activities. Some
of the activities that they have
done consisted of a car wash,
dances, happy hours, shabbat din
ners , bagels on the beach and
movie nights.
Jen Mindel says that she feels,
"Hillel is a welcoming group of
friends ."
The purpose of the Hillel Club is
to connect students of the Jewish
faith and to build a family.
"Hillel is my connection
with my faith when I am away

Hillel recruits ne w
m e mber s at the
Student Activities
fa i r.

Hillel me mbers learn
new s kill s at the
SAIL leaders hip retrea t. H e re the yare
collec ti ng candy .

from home, " said Lizzie
Stonberg.
The club is not just for Jewish
students however. "I joined this
organization to learn more
about this religion. I have
learned a lot and am looking
forward to the years to come,"
said Jacob Lucarelli.
You can see their are all ki nds of
benefits that Hillel provides. You
get to have fun and meet new
people. You also get Lo be in
volved with other college cam
puses and get to meet more
people that way. Most impor
tantly, you learn more about the
Jewish faith while you are hav
ing fun.
story by HILLEL members

K ara ok
Cohe n
sing an
ing a ni

rith

ILLEL

Corey Adler, Shawn Warner,
and the Hillel Advisor cel
ebrate a Jewish Holiday Din
ner in the Henke Room .

Karaoke anyone? Heidi
Cohen and Lizzie Stonberg
sing an old time favorite dur
ing a night out on the town.

from home," said Lizzie
Stonberg.
The club is not just for Jewish
students however. "I joined this
organization to learn more
about this religion. I have
learned a lot and am looking
forward to the years to come,"
said Jacob Lucarelli.
You can see their are all kinds of
benefits that llillel provides. You
get to have fun and meet new
people. You also get to be in
volved with other college cam
puses and get to meet more
people that way. Most impor
tantly, you learn more about the
Jewish faith while you are hav
ing fun.
story by HILLEL members

Setting

new

programs.

The members of Hillel enjoy
their Sabbat dinner.
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Field Trips are essential. Students
visit the Boca Ra ton Cemete ry. The
o ldest ce me te ry in Pal m Beac h
County.

funera

e

Come Again! The funeral student s
Katie Meeso n, Jennifer Lei Mateo,
Soni a AJli aga are always are hav 
ingfun .
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Always work and hardly ever
play. The students visit the cry pt
of Mr. L ynn .

It was a new year and the j
service program was filled witl
new and exciting events for th
The group had experience(
new informative and educ,
seminars that were held in
Beach, Broward, and Miam
counties.
One field trip that the fune
vice students went on was to th
Raton Cemetery, the oldest ce
in Palm Beach County. The fi
described in detail what is in
in operating a family sensitive
ficient cemetery and mausoleu
other field trip was to Babic
neral Homes. At this home 1
dents got a chance to see cash
mation related memorial pr
and urns. For many of the s
the funeral home setting v
' real' setting.

\


Get Ready to learn!
Mr. Joesph Qu inn is
the instru ctor for embalmin g and resto r
ative art.

funeral
&

neral studen ts
'er Lei Mateo,
Nays are hav-

Always work and hardly ever
play. The stud ents visit the crypt
of Mr. Lyn n.

&

It was a new year and the funeral
service program was filled with many
new and exciting events for the year.
The group had experienced many
new informative and educational
seminars that were held in Palm
Beach, Broward, and Miami-Dade
counties.
One field trip that the funeral ser
vice students went on was to the Boca
Raton Cemetery , the oldest cemetery
in Palm Beach County . The field trip
described in detail what is involved
in operating a family sensitive and ef
ficient cemetery and mausoleum . An
other field trip was to Babione Fu
neral Homes. At this home the stu
dents got a chance to see caskets, cre
mation related memorial products,
and urns. For many of the students
the funeral home setting was the
'real ' setting.

Watch What I Can
Do! Thi s is a typical
FSE class, where st u
dentsare learn ing new
things.

ill

The Wilbert Vault Company
hosted a morning tour lead by the
general manager. The manager
gave students an opportunity to
witness the actual process of vault
manufacturing . This was an edu
cational experience for all the stu
dents that attended because it was
a hands on experience.
A frequent visitor and guest lec
turer Mr. Jay Rhodes of Dodge
Chemical Company spoke to the
students on embalming and the
skills of doing such a procedure.
The students involved in this
program had the opportunity to
work hands-on with many of the
trips that they attend . They also
are well prepared for jobs when
they graduate.
S tOIY by MARCELlA PlASECKl &
KARl GONSKA
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Students who
Students Teaching Awareness
and Responsiblity is an organiza
tion that was formed to promote
health and wellness among the
Lynn community. They handed
out flyers during lunch and dinner,
they had give-aways, raffles and
among the students favorites: free
condoms.
STAR held week long pro
grams like Eating Disorder Week,
Sexual Responsibilty Week, and
Alcohol Awareness Week. Each
day during the particular week they
would hold different programs per
taining to the topic .
One of STARs largest and
most successful programs during
the year was their Second Annual
Eating Disorders Fashion Show.
Held late February , the show had

At the end of the show
special recognition is
given to Ana Segura
for a ll of her hard
work.
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Jorje Botello socializes
after the fashion show.
Jorje, shown here, is
modeling his evening
wear.

a purpose: to promote healthy bod
ies of all shapes and sizes. The fash
ion show was made up of Lynn stu
dents. There was a casual wear sec
tion and a formal wear section.
Different from your typical run
way show however, this one provided
a very serious message. In betw~en
sets, models dressed in all black and
sported glitter covered messages: "I
love pizza," "I am no Barbie," "There
is no one else like me," "45% of males
before 50 are overweight," "There are
3 billion woman who want to look
like supermodels and only 8 who do"
and many others that reminded stu
dents what the purpose of the show
was. The Eating Disorders Fashion
Show was recognized as Program of
the Year at the Annual Leadership Cel
ebration.

JC SS lca Rosa rio struts he r stuff
down the red ca rpet. Jessica
doubled as hostess and model for
the eveni ng.

A groul
endofth
present,
Annual

swho

Jessica Rosario struts her stuff
down the red carpet. Je ssica
doubled as hostess and model for
the eveni ng.

A group of model s gather at the
end of the show to watch the awards
presentation . This was the Second
Annual Fashion Show.

a purpose: to promote healthy bod
ies of all shapes and sizes. The fash
ion show was made up of Lynn stu
dents. There was a casual wear sec
tion and a formal wear section.
Different from your typical run
way show however, this one provided
a very serious message. In between
sets, models dressed in all black and
sported glitter covered messages: "I
love pizza," "I am no Barbie," "There
is no one else like me," "45 % of males
before 50 are overweight," "There are
3 billion woman who want to look
like supermodeJs and only 8 who do"
and many others that reminded stu
dents what the purpose of the show
was . The Eating Disorders Fashion
Show was recognized as Program of
the Year at the Annual Leadership Cel
ebration.

Students chose their own clothing
for the fashion show.

I

The brothers gathered together to try
and prove how tough they were dur
ing the RA challenge.

f rater.

Brotherhood at its finest. The broth
ers of Kappa Lambda Psi celebrate
a year of achievement at the Lead
ership Banquet held in late April.

Mike Sirchio, Am aJi Seneviratne,
and John Lallo get an ice cream
treat at the end of SAIL Scavenge r
Hun t held in the Spring Semester
for all cl ubs.

Early in the Fall Serr
Reggie Jackson felt like his CI
experience wasn't complet
was a freshman who had co
Lynn and had not quite foUl
niche. He decided there neel
be a fraternity on campus. He
to the Office of Student Act:
and got all of the informatio'
essary to start a fraternity ir
group and that is how I<
Lambda Psi was born.
"I felt like there was som
missing on campus. There
sorority, but we needed a fratl
I found some guys who w~
teres ted and that is how thin
started," said freshman R
Jackson.
The brothers have
themsleves busy during the

John Lallo and Reggie
Jackso n were also in
volved in the Resi
dence Hall Associa
ti on.

Mike Sirchio and Jorje
Botello look out the
window of a Habitat
for Humani ty house.

Fraternity:

lest. The broth
la Psi celebrate
nt at the Lead
I in late April.

Mike Sirchio, Amali Seneviratne,
and John Lallo get an ice cream
treat at the end of SAIL Scave nger
Hunt held in the Spring Semes ter
for all clubs.

Early in the Fall Semester
Reggie Jackson felt like his college
experience wasn't complete. He
was a freshman who had come to
Lynn and had not quite found his
niche. He decided there needed to
be a fraternity on campus. He spoke
to the Office of Student Acti vities
and got all of the information nec
essary to start a fraternity interest
group and that is how Kappa
Lambda Psi was born.
"I felt like there was something
missing on campus. There was a
sorority, but we needed a fraternity.
I found some guys who were in
terested and that is how things got
started ," said freshman Reggie
Jackson .
The brothers have kept
themsleves bu sy during there first

year. They have participated in
almost every activity on campus,
while holding events of their
own. The held a Root Beer
Kegger that promoted a non al
coholic event. They also spent
some of their time having socials
with the sorority on campus,
Sigma Sigma Sigma.
"It was so great to have a fra
ternity to have socials with. The
brothers of Kappa Lambda Psi
are a classy bunch of guys and
we really hope to see them be
come a national fraternity," said
junior Danielle Winn.
The brothers hope to become
a colony in late Fall of 2001 or
early Spring 2002.

Winter ot
It was 3:30pm on Dec 8, 2000,
when all the decorations went up
at the Holiday Inn. The Knights
of the Roundtable worked dili
gently on the set up and prepara
tion of the Winter Wonderland.
From re serving the limo 's, to
making the tickets, the members
spent month s on thi s event to
make sure every detail was taken
care of.
The limo 's started to arrive
at 7:45 pm at the Schmidt Build
ing to pick up all of the dolled up
students. The students were
greeted at the door of the Ballroom
by the members of KOR. Before
the formal dinner their was an
hour of light appetizers.
The ni ght followed with a sit
down dinner, music, and fun. All
of the people th at attended en-

Put your hand s up in the
air! Students spent the
whole night on the
dance floor li stening to
the sounds of the deejay.

S8

YMCA I Caught in the
ac t, she \-vas di gging lhe

dan ce floor. Another
popular group dance
was the Electric Slide.

He is dow n wit h that. Students came
to the Ga la with a date or in groups.
Once they got ou t on the dance fl oor
it was a big party .

joyed the evening.
"I had such a good time. I
lo ved getting to dress up and
spend an elegant evening danc
ing with my friends. We should
do thi s every se mester," said
freshman Ashlie Thomas.
The room was filled with
the holiday spirit and people
were dancing all over the place.
"The Holiday Gala was the
mo st amazing experience at
Lynn University," said junior
Fran Moore.
The night lasted until mid
ni ght and students returned
back to campus in their limos.
" I couldn't believe ho w
quickly the evening flew by. I
was one of the last people to
leave," said Justin Bodner.
StOlY by K A Rl GONSKA

The men
group sh(
the Ga la
after arri '

)f

He is down with thal. Student s came
to the Gala with a dale or in groups.
Once they got ou t on the dance floor
it was a big pany.

The members of K OR ga th er for a
group shol. The group began planning
the Gala back in September shortly
after arriving back til school.

joyed the evening.
"I had such a good time. I
loved getting to dress up and
spend an elegant evening danc
ing with my friends . We should
do this every semester," said
freshman Ashlie Thomas.
The room was filled with
the holiday spirit and people
were dancin g all over the place.
"The Holiday Gala was the
mo s t amazing experience at
Lynn U niversity," said junior
Fran Moore.
The night lasted until mid 
night and st udent s returned
back to campus in their limos .
"I couldn't believe how
quickly the evening flew by. I
was one of the last people to
leave," said Justin Bodner.
Story by KARl GONSKA

A shlie Thomas. Stuart Kozlowski , and
Whitney Thomas take a moment from
their deliciou s dinner to pose for a pic
ture.
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Th e Flintstones came out of Bed rock
to make an appearance at the Hall ow 
ee n B as h (Stacy Mint z, J ane
Schles hinger, and Danielle Winn).

Hall owe

Hall oween can be the scariest time of
the year, but als o ca n be the sa fes t.
See ma and Meredith McKi nney gave
the kids a creepy adventure.

Aren' t they just angel s ou t of the sky?
Mari ka Richards, Jackie George, and
Tam i All oy parti cipate at the event.

Sigma Sigma Sigma s,
had completed their fourt
loween Bash in October. Tl
loween Bash was presentee
elementary school childrer
Boca Raton area.
The reason why the Sl
held this festivity was to r
a safe and fun way for chil,
celebrate the scariest night
year.
The children were gref
some of the scariest and fl
characters that Lynn Uni
could produce. Students f J
organizations came to rna
event successful.
The women of Tri Sigrr
grateful for the work othe
pu s organizations provl
show their support.

Suzanne Babbington
Kerry
Anne
and
Flannery spent the Day
selting up for the Halloween Bash. The kids
all got a lot of ca ndy
and pri(,es.

Danie lle Hano ud and
Stefanie Stein worked
the helium tank all
evening to make sure
each child had a balloon.
Danielle was the Pres i
den I of Sigma.

Halloween

: scariest time of
.n be the safest.
McKinney gave
enture.

Aren ' t they just angels out of the sky?
Marika Richards, Jack ie George, and
Tami Alloy participate at the event.

Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority
had completed their fourth Hal
loween Bash in October. The Hal
loween Bash was presented to the
elementary school children in the
Boca Raton area.
The reason why the sorority
held this festivity was to provide
a safe and fun way for children to
celebrate the scariest night of the
year.
The children were greeted by
some of the scariest and funniest
characters that Lynn University
could produce. Students from all
organizations came to make this
event successful.
The women of Tri Sigma were
grateful for the work other cam
pus organizations provided to
show their support.

The organizations provided
many games and prizes for the
children in Boca Raton. Their was
candy and music for all to enjoy.
"The Halloween Bash was an
excellent way for children in the
Boca Community to get together
and have a fun Halloween," said
Sophomore Stacey Mintz.
The sorority also extended an
invitation to the organization
Kid's In Distress. These children
are from foster homes, and it was
a wonderful event to hold for
these children ,
All kids walked away with full
stomachs, bags of candy, and
plenty of prizes.
"It was so satisfying to see all
of the kids laughing and having
fun ," said Danielle Hanoud.
Story by KARl GONSKA

A group of Lynn students stand in the
crowd and cheer on the Sigmas. Man y
stall members came out to see the pa
radt:. The route la sted almo st two

Tropical
For the Second Year, Sigma
Sigma Sigma resumed the task of
building the Annual Lynn
Unviersity float for the Boca
Raton Holiday Parade. This year
the chosen theme was Celebration
a la Tropical. All floats were
asked to combine this theme with
the Holiday spirit.
Sigma decided to create a
tropical island, combining a tiki
hut, palm trees and a big wave.
These elements created Sigma's
own little paradise.
"Our trailor bed was smaller
than a lot of the other floats, but I
think we held our own . Our float
was really full of color and cre
ativity," said junior Danielle

The Sigma's show off
their Holiday Shirts outside the stude nt center
as they wait for theevent
to begin.

Dani e ll e Winn makes
her way onto the lOp of
the van to add the final
touch to the float
wrap ped gifts lit up .

Winn.
Sigma started working on the
float right before Thanksgiving.
"We owe a lot of thanks to the
work study students in Studet Ac
tivities. Without them our float
would have never been completed,"
said senior Danielle Hanoud.
The women earned an honorable
mention at the parade.
"A bunch of us went to the pub
before the parade and then headed
over to watch our float go by. The
Sigma's did an awesome job. The
float looked really good," said jun
ior Megan Bubb.

story by KA THLEEN SHEHAN

Daniell
van co'
day me
for the

A group of Lynn student s stand in lhe
crowd and cheer on the Sigmas. Man y
starr members came OUlLO see the pa
rade . The route la sted almost two

:01

OanieJle Hanoud showcase the Lynn
van converted int o a Trop ica l Holi 
day message. The van s made it easy
for the audien ce to tell where th e

Winn.
Sigma started working on the
float light before Thanksgiving.
"We owe a lot of thanks to the
work study students in Studet Ac
tivities. Without them our float
would have never been completed,"
said senior Danielle Hanoud.
The women earned an honorable
mention at the parade.
"A bunch of us went to the pub
before the parade and then headed
over to watch our float go by. The
Sigma's did an awesome job. The
float looked really good," said jun
ior Megan Bubb.

story by KATHLEEN SHEHAN

The fini shed product, shown here, ca me
together perfectl y. The women spe nt
week s working on the fl oa t and felt
much sati sfaction at the end of the night.
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L:eadersbip
Celebration
The 9th Annual Leadership Cel
ebration took place on April 27th in the
Green Center. The theme of the evening
was a Knight of Honor, celebrating and
recognizing the tremendous effort stu
dents put forth as a member of clubs and
organizations.
Dean of Freshman, Colleen
Courtney was the Master of Ceremonies.
The Green Center was transformed into
a vision of silver and black. The evening
consisted of dinner followed by the
awards ceremony. Each President was
alloted 2-3 minutes to share their accom
plishments throughout the year and rec
ognize seniors . The finale of the evening
was presenting the Annual awards. The
winners can be seen on the opposite
page.
"The evening was a tremendous
success. It is wondelful to be able to take
the time and recognize all of the hard
work the students have accomplished
over the year," said Senior Executive
Vice President Greg Malfitano .
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Freshmen Mike Johnson
Marley Nelson look up a
article in Newsweek magazinc
freshmen were required to
career paper.

fvfd/Jv-y
Academics. A colleg.e degree. Practical, hands-on experience. These are the
reason that students seek out a higher education, and the reason that many stu
dents come to Lynn.
The classroom wa the place where stu euts gained knowledge in refer
ence to their major. 1Ihey read books, articles, and had dialogue in the class
room. However th cJas room wasn' t the only etting where students learned.
Most majors had an internship requirement. Students needed to earn three
credits in Internship, requiring 150 hours spent in an office, getting real world
experience. Internship ranged from working

Cf...~vtff

txA -if...ru vodL'.-S

at MTV to in the Athletics department on cam- Gretchen Handel and Gena deBoer
pus.
Ii 'ten to the librarian on their tour
Students could also choo:e Lo spend oflhe library. All freshman seminar
clas es went to the library for a tour.

time studying outside of the country. Semester
courses were offered, but also pring break and
summer trips.
Students also received hands-on expe
rience rightJlere on campus. Hotel Restaurant
Management students WG ked in the Christine
Room. Funeral Service tudents worked on
corpses in ASSAF, Aviation tudents flew two
jets over the 'kie of Boca Raton, Harid stu
dents performed in the new Ameri k Goldstein
Theater. Communication ·tudents tlsed state of

tbe art equipment to create televi ' ~ons shows.
The Global Community at Lynn truly
gives student a higher educati6n.

Senior Stuart Kozlowski
honors at the Fall ConVllUILllIII.
receive presidential honors a
dent must have a minimum

3.75.
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Gretchen Handel and Gena deBoer
lislen to the librarian on their tour
of the library. All freshman seminar
classes went to the library for a tour.

Senior Stuart Kozlowski
recei ve presidential honors a
dent mu st have a minimum of
3.75 .

L

ynn University's Conservatory of Music is one
of the leading conservatories within a univer

sity environment. A highly select group of gifted
music students is admitted annually to pursue rigor
ous performance training in solo, chamber and or
chestral music . These outstanding young musicians
are eligible for full tuition scholarships. During their
studies, they major in performance and receive an

Plal4iVlg for

tfle Crowd

A string quartet welcomed the families and
friends of honor students at the Honor's
Convocation held in the Fall Semester.
As
val

pre

A
Be
Co
sm

abundance of performance opportunities as the core
of their education. Thousands of South Florida resi
dents enjoy the more than one hundred acclaimed
performances each year by the Conservatory's stu
dents, alumni , faculty and guests . Serving as a cen
ter for the celebration of music, educa
tion and cultural life in Florida, The Con
servatory of Music at Lynn University
relies on community support to fulfill its
mission.

1
,
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Conservator~ of MlASic

The musical program underwent a name
change. Originally called the Harid conserva
tory , it is now known as the Lynn University
Conservatory of Music .

A MlAsical Welcome
The students from the Conservatory of
Music where often asked to perform at
functions throughout the Uni versity.
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Pla~

for tfle Crowd

A string quartet welcomed the families and
friends of honor students at the Honor's
Convocation held in the Fall Semester.

fiVlisftiVig a Long Practice
Aside from their full load of classses, Conser
vatory students spent many hours a day
practicing their instruments .

A Classical PerformaVice
Besides the 35 plus concerts given by the
Conservatory students, they also played at
small gatherings all over campus.

Tfie President's Reception
Seema Kumar chats with Dean of Freshman
Colleen Courtney at the President's Recep
tion held every Fall for leaders.

A final Celebration
Lissette Torres and Heidi Cohen summarize
the year's events for Best Buddies at the
Leadership Celebration.

Tmn~

Goodness tt's frida~!

For the SAIL Scavenger Hunt, students
took pictures of their favorites spots in
Boca. The Buddies ended up at Friday's.
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TflaYl~ Goodness tt's frida~!
For the SAIL Scavenger Hunt, students
took pictures of their favorites spots in
Boca. The Buddies ended up at Friday 's.

B

est Buddies is a non-profit organization that
is dedicated to enhancing the Ii ves of people
with mental retardation by providing oppor
tunities for one-to-one friendships and integrated em
ployment. Founded in 1989 by Anthony K. Shriver,
Best Buddies has grown from one chapter on one
college campus to a vibrant, international organiza
tion involving participants annually on more than
600 middle school, high school and college campuses
in the United States, Canada, Egypt, and Greece.
The program is also incredibly active on the
campus of Lynn University. The group had a difficult
year, changing President's mid year. The organization
was lead in the latter half of the year by Heidi Cohen
and Lissette Torres. The group stressed the importance
of making a commitment to people with mental retar
dation and following through with that commitment.
Even with the ups and down of the year, Best Buddies
was still able to meet many of their goals.
The club provided each member with a buddy.
Students could go visit their buddies at
their home or bring them to events on
campus. Either way they made a posi
tive impact on each other.
Seema Kumar was named their
most outstanding senior at the Leader
ship Celebration in April.
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RecrlAitivlq tfle Perfect Member
Best Buddies set up a table at the Fall
Activities Fair. They had about 15 members
throughout the year.

terg

WOYlderflA1 World of

Dis~

Seema Kumar, Lissette Torres, and Heidi
Cohen pose among the stuffed animals at the
Disney Store.
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ometimes things just don't happen like you
planned them to. The Pulse newspaper had a
year filled with changes and transitions.
The first semester the paper had to overcome
losing their advisor, Alyce Culpepper. Dr. Sherif
Rehman stepped in as the Associate Dean of the Com
munications department. The first semester editors were
Hilary Hunter and Ali Weisel. Ali graduated in De
cember and Hilary left her position, leaving the editors
position open.
Tara Lynn Kiely stepped up to accept the po
sition and eveything that came with it. At the end of
the year reflecting back on the semester Kiely said,
"Working on the Pulse has taught me a very impor
tant lesson. That sometimes it is not the product that
matters at all , but instead the process it took some
one to get there . The Pulse showed me a lot about
myself and the person I want to be."
Other students who played an
integral role dUling the Spring Semes
ter were Stuart Henderson and Colin
Knott. Members of the Pulse also took
part in the Students Achieving in
Leadership Program held during both
the Fall and Spring Semester.

I3raiVlStorming New Ideas
Megan Bubb lists ideas of what could be in
the Pulse Newspaper. Students came to an
editorial meeting once a week.

Learning abolAt

Leeaders~ip

Hil ary Hunter and Ali Weisel join the
other members of SAIL at the Seagate
Beach Club for a seminar on leadership.

Tfle £ditor-iVl-C~ief
When no one el se wanted the job, Tara
Lynn Kiely stepped up to the Editor-in
Chief posi tion.
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Tfie £dttor-irrC~ief
When no one else wanted the job, Tara
Lynn Kiely stepped up to the Editor-in
Chief position .

Tfie Man Be~ivld tfie BIAZZ
Mark Sullivan wrote the monthly column
The Buzz, which kept students up to date on
what was happening in Student Activities.

Extra! Extra! Read all abolAt ttl
Brandy Phalo and Katie Andrighetti made
sure the paper was distributed all over ·
campus.

The Pulse
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Tfle Comical MlASician
Mark Wynter was a DJ for the radio station.
He also performed at the Open Mic night,
singing an original song.

Tfle Jodi and Micflelle SW:Jw
One of the most popular radio shows this year
was the Jodi and Michelle show. They had
two shows a week.

OJ MilRWeed
The DJ's at the beginning of each semester
were trained on how to use all of the
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"1 really pu shed my self to
make the station more
organized and better run."

Kari (;OYlSRa

Wfiat did IjOU ewolj about
being a part of tfie station?
"This is what 1 want to do in the
future, so it was good practical
experience."

Asnlie Tnomas

Reggie J
about the
campus I
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Student
know he
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The Dr s at the beginning of each semester
were trained on how to use all of the

W

YN, 96.1 FM, the only college alternative
was the campus radio station. Lead by Stuart
Henderson and Kari Gonska, the station had
a series of high points and low points.
The year started strong with a lot of DJ inter
est. They proved their ability to work as a team com
ing in first place in Midnight Madness. They went
on to compete as a team in Homecoming, placing in
the Window decorating contest and coming in first
in the Think Fast Gameshow.
The radio station, though working well to
gether as a team, suffered frustration in the technical
aspects ofthe station.
"Our transmitter was never really in full
working order. It was frustrating to myself as sta
tion manager and also to the DJ's trying to produce
shows. We are working to solve the problem over
the summer," said station manager Stuart Henderson.
Much of the Spring semester was spent pre
paring for the Fall Semester. Kari Gonska worked
hard to establish job descriptions and
to find people to fill them for the up
coming year.
"As a senior I wanted to make
sure that we left the radio station pre
pared for the upcoming year with
strong leadership," said Kari Gonska.
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Cflec~ing OlAf" WLYN, 96.1fM
Reggie Jackson speaks to Jorje Botello
about the type of music played on the
campus radio station.

RecrlArting tfle Voices
Stuart Henderson sets up a display at the
Student Activities fair to let interested DJs
know how to become a part of the station.

e SAIL program was designed to give student
leaders on campus an opportunity to learn
more about how to be a better leader. This year
kicked off with a Retreat at the Seagate Beach
Club where students participated in trust activities,
listened to a presentation on the Change Cycle, de
signed the perfect leader, and spent time getting to
know other leaders on campus.
"The SAIL retreat was really positive. It gave
me a chance to meet new people and also learn about
myself as a leader," said senior Whitney Thomas.
SAIL also had presentations on financial plan
ning and fundraising. The Fall Semester ended with
a celebration of achievements at the Muvico theaters.
The Spring Semester started with a club and or
ganization Scavenger Hunt. Executive Boards gath
ered together and worked out the activities. Teams then
went on a ride through Boca taking photos of their
team. The Scavenger Hunt ended at the Dairy Queen
where students received a frozen treat.
"The Scavenger Hunt was great
because it gave us a chance to work
with our e boards outside of a meeting
or event," said sophomore Kim Simon.
SAIl is open to all students who are
interested in improving their leadership
skills.

T

Sigma's

Wor~iVlg

Toqetfler

Kerry Anne Flannery , Susie Babbington,
and Stacy Mintz strategize how they plan to
win the scavenger hunt.

QoiVlg OVI BIiVld

fait~

In an exercise involving trust, students
work together blindfolded to make a peIfect
circle at a SAIL retreat.

DesigrliVlq tfle Perfect Leader
Patrick Moen and Chris Guido share with
other campus leaders what their ideal leader
would look like.
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DesigvliVig tfie Perfect Leader
Patrick Moen and Chris Guido share with
other campus leaders what their ideal leader
would look like.

Wor~iVlg

togetfier

Amali Seneviratne watches Danielle Hanoud
and Clarence Boston as they dialogue about
being in an organization .

A cae!ive AlAdieVice
The members of SAIL listen intently to the
instructions behind the Scavenger Hunt.
They were all out to win.

"It was an opportunity to
learn more about myself."
Fran Moore
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"It helped me become a
better club member."
SeemaKumar

Blizzard of

BlAc~

The Knights Activities Team sponsored an
evening of gameshow fun when the compe
titions got wacky during Blizzard of Bucks.

Open Mic

Air Ascevrtion
Heather Nikkel got dressed up for the
occasion as she prepares to fly in the Air
Ascension.

Cfleering tflern or
It was almost as much fun
audience and watch as fell
made fools of themselves.

Nig~

Jordan played two original songs at Open
Mic Night held in February upstairs in the
Student Center.

During tbe Outkast gameshow team
members bad to run around the audito
rium, eat an unidentified object, and race
back to tag the next player.

During the Annual Fall Tall
students "stepped up" to rei
and take home $150 in casl

Tfle IAttirnate 51Arv~

Witb the show Survivor beil
students came to see this on
of the gameshow.

red an
:ompe
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CfleeriVig tflem OVi
Air AscentioVi
Heather Nikkel got dressed up for the
occasion as she prepares to t1y in the Air
Ascension.

It was almost as much fun to sit in the
audience and watch as fellow students
made fools of themselves.
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ArId tfle wiVlVlers are...
During the Annual Fall Talent Jam these
students "stepped up" to receive first place
and take home $150 in cash.

Tfle IAttimate SlArvival sfJ:Jw
With the show Survivor being so popular,
students came to see this one night version
of the gameshow.

The Lynn University women' s 1
and third NCAA Division II titlE
Hawaii's NCAA record streak 0
men 's soccer title in 1987, the
national championships. The
ending a spectacular season w'
returned to post-season pIny aiL
finished with a record of 13-3, 1
men's cross-country team place
ship. Jimmy Metayer becwne tb

Freshman Fernandu Villabo.
reflects on his game during
soccer practice. The Men ' s ten
only lost two game:; .
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Dajan Smith tlies to out
his opponents during a
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The Lynn University women's tennis team claimed their sixth national championship
and third NCAA Division II title in the last five years. The 5-3 victory snapped BYU
Hawaii's NCAA record streak of 103 consecutive match victories. Since capturing the
men's soccer title in 1987, the Fighting 'Knights have won 16 NAlA and NCAA II
national championships. Tne men 's soccer team was snubbed by the NCAA after
ending a spectacular season with an overall record of
and the women's team
returned to post-season play after a one-year hiatus. Unfortunately, the Knights, who
finished with a record of 13-3. lost to conference rival 8 arry"4-1 in the first round. The
men ' s cross-country team placed fourth at the Sunshine State Conference champion
ship. Jimmy Metayer became the first Fighting Knight runner to earn conference hon
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Covti~or:trovt
Freshma n Fernandl) Villabos
reflects on hi s game during a
soccer prac ti ce. The ~en's team
only lost two games .

Oajan Smith tries to out
his opponents during a
game.

ors. The volleyball team welcomed first-year head
coach Luciana Freire, who played two seasons for
the Kn igbts. The team fiJ,1 ished 5-25 with wins
against Converse ColJege, North Greenville and
Florida Memorial highlighting the season. The
men's basketball team fi nished the season with an
overall record of 17-10 after the starting the con
ference season on a four-game winning streak.
The women' s team concluded the year 12-18 and
showed flashes of improvement. The team's 64
57 victory over Barry in the conference opener
marked the 100 th career victory for heacl coach
Celia Slater. Under the direction of flTht-year head
coach Rudy Garbalosa, the baseball team finished
the season with an ovemll record of 29-23 and
had their most conference wins ( 10) since the join
ing the Sunshine State Conference 1997. For the
first time since the inception of the program in
1998, the softball team was invited to post-season
play under second-year head coach Amy Alder
man. The club finished with their best record ever
(36-15) and went 1-2 al the South R egional in
Huntsville, Alabama. The women's golf team con
cluded their campaign tied for second in the con
ference with SSC foe Florida Southern. while the
men's team had a third place finish. Courtney Krell
was selected to participate in the Di v isi on 11
Women ' s Golf Championship in Rock Hill, South
Carolina.
by Darryl Matus

Casey Beatty, Julien Fruitier, Stuart Kozlowski,
Andrew Rose, Tom Davies, Kirk Russell, Ross
Lumsden, Lee Dukes, Geoff Peattie, Mark Lee,
Adam Payne, Austin Greenhaw, Joey Rego, Dean
Wilson, Jamie Byers, Fernando Villalobos, Gareth
Dunn, lonny Hughes, Finn-Georg Tomulevski, Josh
Kristowski, Jake Banas

the l3c>ttorn Une
Florida International
Palm Beach Atlantic
Northwood
at Wingate
vs. Pembroke
vs . Northeastern
vs. Catawba
at Eckerd
Rollins
at Florida Tech
at Barry
Mars Hill
Ashland
Baker
Florida Southern
Truman State
Saint Leo
Tampa
Nova Southeastern
Adelphi

W 5-2
W 5-0
W 2-0
W 4-2
W 6-0
W 3-0
W 5-1
W 7-0
L 0-1
W 2-1
L 0-2
W 7-1
W 4-3
W 1-0
W 1-0
W 2-1
W 3-2
W 3-2
W 6-1
W 2-0

Going for the ball
Sophomore goalie lake Banas dives
to stop the opponents shot on goal.
Banas transfen·ed from the Univer
sity of Maryland .
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VVith HE
The season ended with a fan
mance, ending their season as 17
this incredible record the Knight.
participation in the NCAA Playc
"We weren't beat by a bette
field, but by conflict of intere
pitch," said senior forward Josl
disappointed with what happenl
year representing the Knights.
The team worked very well tl
keepers Jake Banas and Stuart K
strong outings this season . Frc
Lumsden racked up five goal~
American Gareth Dunn an
chored the defense, with Joey
Rego and Jamie Byers by his
side. Finn Tomulevski lead in
assists, while Lee Dukes com
pleted the unstoppable pair.
Kristowski lead the team with
35 goals, with Dean Wilson in
a close second with 30 points.
Also notable was Coach
Pendleton's 200th win.
stOlY by FERNANDA CAMPOS

A Svveet Milestone
Coach Shaun Pendleton cel
ebrated his 200th win during the
regular season.

celebrati.Qg
Teammates congratulate Dean
WIlson after he scores during
the game .

Shot on Goal

he team

Geoff Peattie fights his way to the
ball to make his shot on goal. The
Knights had only 2 losses but were
skipped over for the playoffs.

that played

V\IIth Heart
The season ended with a fantastic perfor
mance, ending their season as 17-2-0. Despite
this incredible record the Knights were denied
participation in the NCAA Playoffs.
"We weren't beat by a better team on the
field, but by conflict of interest off of the
pitch," said senior forward Josh Kristowski,
disappointed with what happened in his last
year representing the Knights.
The team worked very well together. Goal
keepers Jake Banas and Stuart Kozlowski had
strong outings this season. Freshman Ross
Lumsden racked up five goals, while All
American Gareth Dunn an
chored the defense, with Joey
Rego and Jamie Byers by his
side. Finn Tomulevski lead in
assists, while Lee Dukes com
pleted the unstoppable pair.
Kristowski lead the team with
35 goals, with Dean Wilson in
a close second with 30 points.
Also notable was Coach
Pendleton's 200th win.
stOJY by FERNANDA CAMPOS

A Svveet Milestone

Flipping out

Coach Shaun Pendleton cel
ebrated his 200th win during the
regular season .

Jamie Byers shows his agility as
he literally flips when he is trying
to get to the ball.

Hovv Svveet It

Is

The women's team celebrates as
they clinch their spot in the NCAA
playoffs. They lost in the first
round of play.

Break Avvay
Marlene Kristensen heads to the
goal during a break away. The
women won 13 games during
regular season.

aking
it into

the PIAYOFFS

W

ith their 3-0 victory over the University
of Tampa, the Women's soccer team as
sured itself of a NCAA playoff spot. The Lady
Knights finished the regular season with a 13
2-0 record and a 5-1 record in the Sunshine State
Conference play, ranked 8th overall. Many of
the players had a lot of "moti vation to the play
0ffs this year, since we didn't make it last year,"
said coach Rocky Orezzoli. The coach also
commended the two captains Marika Karlsson
and Jannie Nicolaisen for doing a "phenom
enal job." Nicolaisen led the team in the fol
lowing scoring categories: 50 points, 18 goals,
and 14 assists.
The team was hit by injuries and
)
,
tragedies, which made
• • personal
a constant starting line-up
nearly impossible. The two cap
~.
~. J;,IJ'.~ tains really held the team to
gether.
"i .
The Fighting Knights
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lost in the first game of the Play
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offs to Barry University.
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story by ADAMLOPEZ

Heading the Ball

Keeping the Play

Anne Ulnitz, midfielder, from
Denmark goes after the ball head
first. Ulnitz also plays for the Dan
ish National Team.

Jannie Nicolaison outmatches her
opponent and avoids the slide
tackle.

aking
it into

PlAYOFFS

eir 3-0 victory over the University
mpa, the Women's soccer team as
)f a NCAA playoff spot. The Lady
shed the regular season with a 13
1d a 5-1 record in the Sunshine State
play, ranked 8th overall. Many of
lad a lot of "motivation to the play
r, since we didn't make it last year,"
Rocky Orezzoli. The coach also
I the two captains Marika Karlsson
Nicolaisen for doing a "phenom
ricolaisen led the team in the fol
ing categories: 50 points, 18 goals,
and 14 assists.
The team was hit by injuries and
personal tragedies, which made
a constant starting line-up
nearly impossible. The two cap
tains really held the team to
gether.
The Fighting Knights
lost in the first game of the Play
0ffs to Barry University.

st01Y by ADAMLOPEZ

Keeping the Play
Jannie Nicolaison outmatches her
opponent and avoids the s lide
tackle.

Sarah Reed I, Ashley larson 2, Kim Covell
3, Marika Karlsson 4, Marlene Kri stensen S, Maria
Hansen 6, Jannie Nicolaisen 7, lillian Kaufman 8,
Gitte Therkelsen 9, Angela Rossi ni 10, Hilary Greene
11, Kelly Niznansky 12, Chri stine Sawruk 13,
Maryanne Giovanelli 14, Allison Inberg 16, Chrislin
larson 17, Anne Ulnitz 18, Sue Sheehan 20

the I3c>ttorn Une
Florida International
Cal State-Bakersfield
at Nova Southeastern
Ashland
at Lincoln Memorial
at Christian Brothers
West Florida
Barry
at Florida Southern
CW Post
Queens
at Eckerd
at Saint Leo
Palm Beach Atlantic
Rollins
Tampa
Barry (NCAA II First Round)

Fancy Footvvork
Maria Hansen shows off her skills
with the ball as she outplays three
defenders.

W 3-2
L 1-3
W 5-0
W3-0
W 4-1
W 6-0
W 7-1
L 1-3
W 5-1
W 1-0
W 8-0
W 1-0
W 5-0
W 4-1
W 6-0
W 3-0
L 1-4

Great Job!
Senior Landon Thomas congratu
lates Roger Vasquez as he crosses
the plate for another Fighting
Knight victory .

the l3ottorn Une
Tampa
Northwood
Rollins
Barry
Monteva llo
SI. Thom as
Mercy
Wingate
Mercy
Northwood
Me rcyhurst
Florida Memorial
Lewis
Michigan State
Valdosta State
Saint Leo
North Alabama
Bridgeport
Florida Tech
Nova Southeastern
Eckerd
Rollins
Bany
Nova Southeastern
Tampa
SI. Thomas
Saint Leo
Nova Southeastern
Florida Southern

L, L, L
W
L
W
L
L
W
W
W
W
W,W, L, W
W
W,W,W
L
W
L
W
L,W
W,W,W
L, W
W,W, L
L, W
L, L, L
W
L, L, W
L
L, L, W
W
W,W, L

Adam Romer, Jimmy Conover, Greg Masler, Mike
Scott, Brant St. Louis, Bo Diaz, Alan Pitman, Greg
Brown, Bryon Gribbons , Beau McMillan, Brian
Miller , Glen Frantangelo, Adam Lopez, Jesse
Kapellusch, Juan Colon, Si xto Leal, Brian Mahler,
Steve Collins, Michae l Zody, Landon Thomas, Jeff
Spicer, Enriques Baca, Billy Horn, Roger Vazquez,
Rob Rizzo, Jesse Beesley, John Schulz, Jamie Siminski

Like No (

T

he Lynn University baseb
finished the 2001 season
record of 29-23 and a fifth pI,
Sunshine State Conference, thl
Knights since joining the leagu
ference victories were the most
joined the SSC in 1997. With
Rollins College on March 31
Knights recorded the 500th win j
history.
Senior center fielder L
was named All-SSC honorable
senior left fielder Greg Maslar
set a school record by starting
aU 211 games that Lynn played
during his four-year career.
Thomas led the club in
batting average (.356), runs
(49), hits (74) and stolen bases
(18). Maslar batted .303 and
was tied for second in hits (59).
by Danyl Matus

Taking the Lead
Sophomore Juan Colon attempts
to lead . The Fighting Knights had
a young squad this past season.

You're OUT!!
Freshman Beau McMillan tags out
an attempted baserunner with his
acrobatic flair. McMillan was the
Knights shortstop.

talk to me
Junior Enriques Baca takes some
tips from Assitant Coach Tim
DeVinney. Baca split time
~ball: between 3rd and pitcher.

agarne

Like No Other

T

he Lynn University baseball team
finished the 2001 season with an overall
record of 29-23 and a fifth place finish in the
Sunshine State Conference, the highest for the
Knights since joining the league. Their 10 con
ference victories were the most since the school
joined the SSC in 1997. With a 4-3 win over
Rollins College on March 31 st , the Fighting
Knights recorded the SOOth win in the program's
history.
Senior center fielder Landon Thomas
was named AII-SSC honorable mention, while
senior left fielder Greg Maslar
set a school record by starting
aJl211 games that Lynn played
during his four-year career.
Thomas led the club in
batting average (.356), runs
(49), hits (74) and stolen bases
(18). Maslar batted .303 and
was tied for second in hits (59).
by Darryl Matus

Taking the Lead

And he's SAFE.!

Sophomore Juan Colon attempts
to lead. The Fighting Knights had
a young squad this past season.

Senior Brandt St. Louis success
fully attempts to steal. The
Fighting Knights pitching staff
was lead by St. Louis.

Pure Povver
Freshman pitcher Alana Klaus
helped her cause throughout the
season with a strong hitting display.

Throvving Horne
Junior Miranda Schultz throws the
ball home trying to keep the other
team from earning a run. The soft
ball team had 31 home runs .

put into the

Record Book

T

he Lynn University softball team finished
with an overall record of 36-15 surpass
ing last year's record of 26-28. The team
reached hig expectations this past season tying
for second place in the Sunshine State
COnference with Saint Leo. The road that took
the Knights to get there was not an easy one. It
came down to the last game in the conference
against perennial power Florida Southern to
determine whether they would stay at home or
travel to the Region playoffs in Huntsville, Ala
bama. They swept Florida Southern in the fi
nal two games with scores of 4-3 and 5-1. The
Knights had a combined 31 home runs this sea
son. During the course of the year, the team
relied on the twin Cardinale
seniors, who ended their career
after playing for the team since
its beginning in 1998. The
Knights roster included 14
women with one goal: the Na
tional Championship. Together
they reached what others only
dreamed about with only a four
year program in existence and
next year looks even
brighter. by Adam Wald

Coaching Advice
Coach Amy Alderman gives junior
transfer Jeannie Manz batting ad
vice as she steps up to the plate.

Here Batter Batter
Catcher junior Amanda Prokop
waits for the pitcher to wing one in.
Prokop was one of the offensive
powers on the team.

~nto
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1 University

softball team finished
overall record of 36-15 surpass
ar's record of 26-28. The team
expectations this past season tying
place in the Sunshine State
with Saint Leo. The road that took
to get there was not an easy one. It
to the last game in the conference
~nnial power Florida Southern to
'hether they would stay at home or
Region playoffs in Huntsville, Ala
swept Florida Southern in the fi
es with scores of 4-3 and 5-1. The
a combined 31 home runs this sea
the course of the year, the team
relied on the twin Cardinale
seniors, who ended their career
after playing for the team since
its beginning in 1998. The
Knights roster included 14
women with one goal: the Na
tional Championship. Together
they reached what others only
dreamed about with only a four
year program in existence and
next year looks even
brighter. by Adam Wald

Amanda Prokop #3, Tasha Caskie #4, Leigh
Reischmann #5, Kim Luksch #6, Miranda Schultz
#8, Kelli Vetter #10, Carrie Bielecki #12, Jeannie
Manz #13, Kinsey Manning #18, Valerie
Cardinale #21, Annemarie Cardinale #22, Alana
Klaus #23, Candy Winters #24, Kelly Bleyl #25

I

Here Batter Batter
Catcher junior Amanda Prokop
waits for the pitcher to wing one in.
Prokop was one of the offensive
powers on the team.

the I30ttorn Une
Nov a Southeastern
Webber
St. Thoma s
Webber
Lock Haven
Lewis
Dowling
Indiana
Southern Illinois
South Dakota
Minnesota State
Wayne State
Nova Southeastern
Tampa
Eckerd
Barry
Florida Tech
Rollins
St. Thomas
Saint Leo
Tampa
Eckered
Barry
Florida Southern
Florida Tech
Rollins
Saint Leo
Florida Sou thern
Alabama-Huntsville (NCAA)
Tampa (NCAA)
West Florida (NCAA)

Ground Ball
Junior Candy Winters grabs another
routine ground ball for the sure out.

W,W
W, W
L, W
W, W
W
W
W
W
L
W
W
L
W,W
W, L
W,W
W, L
W, W
W,W
W,W
L, L
W, L
W,W
L, W
W, W
W, L
L, L
L, W
W,W
L
W
L

Ellis Rauch, Kathryn Nicolosi, Katie Rohleder,
Marisol Andrade, Samantha Scott, Jennifer
Brooks, Carrie Bielecki, Heather Nikkel, Kristen
Banks, Fernanda Campos, Debbie Francisque,
Valerie Cardinale, Annemarie Cardinale

in

the I3ottorn Une
at SC - Spartanburg
ar Converse
vs. North Greenville
Florida Memorial
at Embry Riddle
at Nova Southeastern
at Florida Tech
at Rollins
Eckerd
Tampa
at Barry
vs Olivet Nazarene
at Palm Beach Atlantic
Nova Southeastem
vs Milligan
vs Tenn. Temple
at Clearwater Christian
vs. Thomas Moore
at Florida Memorial
Palm Beach Atlantic
at Saint Leo
at Florida Southern
Rollins
Florida Tech
Embry-Riddle
Barry
at Tampa
at Eckerd
Florida Southem
Saint Leo

LO-3
W 3-2
W 3-[
W3-0
L 0-3
L 2-3
L 1-3
WO-3
L 2-3
L 0-3
LO-3
L 0-3
L 0-3
L 0-3
L 1-3
L 0-3
L 1-3
L 1-3
W 3-0
L 1-3
LO-3
LO-3
L 2-3
L 0-3
L 0-3
L 0-3
LO-3
LO-3
LO-3
LO-3
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ometimes it just takes a
to get into a groove. Un
women's volleyball team ne
it. Ending the season with a
and 1-13 in the conference,
fered many disappointment~
Jennifer Brooks and Sar
lead the team in kills and K,
lead in assists for the season
They are looking forwar
back more determined next ~

Geting Dovvn
Volleyball requires flexibility as
shown here by Ellis Rauch. The
team had a new coach former
teammate Lucianna Freire.

Sophomore Debbie Francisque
goes for the volley .

Blocking the Net
The volleyball team had a tough
season winning only three
matches.

GOing for the Kill
Katie Rohleder throws herself
into the shot. Volleyball players
spent hours practicing.

reaking
in the

NevvTearn
ometimes it just takes awhile for a team
to get into a groove. Unfortunately the
women's volleyball team never quite found
it. Ending the season with a record of 5-25
and 1-13 in the conference, the team suf
fered many disappointments.
Jennifer Brooks and Samantha Scott
lead the team in kills and Katie Rohleder
lead in assists for the season.
They are looking forward to coming
back more determined next season.

S

Pushing Yourself

Blocking the Shot

Sophomore Debbie Francisque
goes for the volley.

Jumping up to block the shot
this teammate earned the point.

Let's Go Knights!
The Cheerleading Squad poses for
a group shot after a home game.
The team became good friends
during the year.

Blue & VVhite Pride
Spotters watch as Gretchen Handel
stands atop a male cheer
leaders shoulders.

ard
V\Torking

Cheerleaders

T

he cheerleading squad went through a
year filled with change and transition.
The team started off with its largest squad
ever, 16 cheerleaders and a new coach. The
team practicied diligently. They performed at
Midnight Madness, showing off energy and
new cheers. Part way through the season, the
coach resigned and the team found itself
leaderless. For a few games, there was no
performance by the cheerleaders and it
looked as though there might not be a squad.
Ginger Whortley, as part of her athletics
internship, came forward to help save the
team.
The squad reduced them
selves from 16 members to 9
and worked hard to save their
team. They spent the end of
the year getting ready for next
season, which they all hope
will go a little smoother.

A Slioulder to Lean

A Tovvcr of Cheer

Chemilda Felican provides a
shoulder for the other squad mem
bers to lean on . Mimi was also a
member of the Knightsteppers .

The squad practiced long hours to
perform such stunts as seen here .
The squad had two men who
helped build pyramids.

ard
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squad went through a
illed with change and transition.
started off with its largest squad
~erleaders and a new coach. The
ed diligently. They performed at
fadness , showing off energy and
)art way through the season, the
signed and the team found itself
i . For a few games, there was no
nance by the cheerleaders and it
)ugh there might not be a squad.
Nhortley, as part of her athletics
p, came forward to help save the
team.
The squad reduced them
selves from 16 members to 9
and worked hard to save their
team. They spent the end of
the year getting ready for next
season, which they all hope
will go a little smoother.

A Tovver of Cheer
The squad practiced long hours to
perform such stunts as seen here.
The squad h a d two men who
helped build pyramids.

The Cheerleading Squad had a tumultu
ous year. Halfway t1u"ough the season their
coach quit, leaving them leaderless. Gin
ger Whortley, who was doing an intern
ship in athletics, stepped up to fill the role.
"Ginger did an amazing job coming
through last minute after our coach re
signed. She did a tremendous job in terms
of what she had to work with: budget,
time, team. Without her the squad prob
ably would not have swvived," said Adam
Wald, Director of Athletic Marketing.

R-E-S-Q-U-N-D!
The squad cheered at all Men's
home games. They could be heard
shouting DEFENSE! DEFENSE'

Antonio Gordan #4, Jake Frasier #4, Rino Bevis
#5, Leandro Garcia-Morales #10, Darian Bryant
#11, Billy Ingram #12, Lance Egnatz #15, Dedrick
Gage #20, Kenny Anders #21, Pat Mohr #22, Ryan
Wigmore #23, Duval Taylor #31, DeCoursey
Jamison #32, Dajan Smith #33, Eric Lawson #34,
Demetrios Tsimis #50

the ~ttorn Line
Club Pinheiros
Tarleton State
Notheastern State
Puerto Rico-Bayamon
North Dakota State
Warner Southern
Central Oklahoma
Nova Southeastern
Florida Memorial
Missouri-Rolla
Missouri Western
New hampshire College
Lake Forest
Barry
Rollin s
Florida Tech
Tampa
Ec kerd
Florida Southern
Saint Leo
Rollins
Florida Tech
Tampa
Eckerd
Florida Southern
Saint Leo

w
L
W
W
L
W
L
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
L
L
L
W
W
L
L
L
W
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A

fter missing the postseaso
Lynn University men's t
embarked on a season of redem
nately, the team finished with
10, including 8-6 in the SSC al
the first round of the conferenc
Senior guard Kenny A
turned from an ACL injury, er
most spectacular careers at LYI
team AII-SSC honors and I
school's all-time leading score]
reer points.
Senior center Dari
Bryant was named honorable m
tion and concluded the season
the league leader in field goal p
centage (.647) and total blocks C
while leading the team in reboUl
ing (7.2 rpg). He concluded
career as the school's all-til
leader in blocked shots (185).
by Darryl Matus

Rolling it in
Freshman Leandro Garcia-Morales
lays in the ball for two points.
Garcia-Morales earned Freshman
of the Year in the Sunshine State
Conference.

Air TIme
Junior Rino Bevis goes for the two
points. Bevis spent the off season
getting himslef into top form and
it showed on the court.

Knight Spirit
Lynn students show their support
for Kenn y Anders, record breaking
Knight. Many opponents feared
coming into our gym because of
the fan support given to the team.

It's My Turn

ribbling

Junior DeCoursey Jamison, who
came back to school in top form ,
goes for one of his many slam
dunks.

theirvvay

to the Semi's

A

fter missing the postseason last year, the
Lynn University men ' s basketball team
embarked on a season of redemption. U nfortu
nately , the team finished with a record of 17
10, including 8-6 in the SSC and was upset in
the first round of the conference tournament.
Senior guard Kenny Anders, who re
turned from an ACL injury, ended one of the
most spectacular careers at Lynn earning first
team All-SSC honors and becoming the
school's all-time leading scorer with 1,217 ca
reer points.
Senior center Darian
Bryant was named honorable men
tion and concluded the season as
the league leader in field goal per
centage (.647) and total blocks (79)
while leading the team in rebound
ing (7.2 rpg). He concluded his
career as the school ' s all- time
leader in blocked shots (185).
by Darryl Matus

Air TIme

Box Out

Junior Rino Bevis goes for the two
points. Bevis spent the off season
getting himslef into top form and
it showed on the court.

Senior Dari an Bryant tries to gain
position on the opposition. Bryant
was one of the forces to reckon
with in the Conference.

It's All You
Freshman Liz Speliotes attemtps a
shot off of the opposition. Speliotes
earned a spot on the All-Freshmen
team within the Sunshine State Con
ference .

I Got It!
Junior Julie Wechter tries to make
an amazing save on a ball that is
headed out of bounds. The Knights
opened their season in Alaska.

laying
vvith

lthough the Lynn University women's
basketball team finished with an overall
record of 12-18, including 5-9 in the Sunshine
State Conference, the team had an encourag
ing 2001 campaign. One of the most memo
rable moments came when head coach Celia
Slater reached her 100th career coaching win
on January 6th against Barry. She achieved this
milestone against her mentor Jan Allen, who
coached her at Florida State.
Junior guard Kerri Rulison was named
first team All-SSC and second team All-South
Region after scoring 17.0 points per game.
Rulison became a member of the
Knights' 1,000-point club this
season. Entering her senior sea
son, she has scored 1,097 career
points.
Sophomore forward Michele
Newman was second on the
team in scoring (10.7 ppg),
while freshman forward Liz
Speliotes was third (8.9 ppg).
Speliotes was named to the All
Freshman team. by Darryl Matus

A

DE-PENSE!

Play vvith PU.rpJ.5e

Junior Point Guard Gabriella Gonda
places some strong defense on her
opponent.

Head Coach Celia Slater introduced
her Play with Purpose program to
the team.

I

:>laying
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the Lynn University women's
ball team finished with an overall
-18, including 5-9 in the Sunshine
renee, the team had an encourag
mpaign. One of the most memo
nts came when head coach Celia
ed her 100th career coaching win
Ith against Ban-y. She achieved this
?;ainst her mentor Jan Allen, who
at Florida State.
::>r guard Kerri Rulison was named
II-SSC and second team All-South
r scoring 17 .0 points per game.
Rulison became a member of the
Knights' 1,000-point club this
season. Entering her senior sea
son, she has scored 1,097 career
points.
Sophomore forward Michele
Newman was second on the
team in scoring (10.7 ppg),
while freshman forward Liz
Speliotes was third (8.9 ppg).
Speliotes was named to the All
Freshman team. by Darryl Matus

1

r

Play vvith

Purpo~

Head Coach Celia Slater introduced
her Play with Purpose program to
the team.

Gabriella Gonda #5, Ronda Jones #10,
Debbie Francisque #12, Mandi Mitchell
#14, Kerri Rulison #22, Alex Cribbs #32,
Michele Newman #34, Liz Speliotes #42,
Julie Wechter #54

the I3ottorn Une
Alaska-Anchorage
Alaska-Fairbanks
Alaska- Fuirbanks
Florida Memorial
Puerto Ri co-Cayey
Puerto Ri co-Bayamo n
Florida Memorial
Pace
Fairmont State
Palm Beac h Atlanti c
Mi ssouri-Roll a
Missouri Western
Merrim ac k
Len o ir-Ryn e
Wi scons in Lutheran
Barry
Rollin s
Florid a Tech
Tampa
Eckerd
Florida Southern
Saint Leo
Rollin s
Florida Tech
Eckerd
Florid a Southern
Saint Leo
Barry
Florida Tech (SSe)

Pass It
Junior Forward Ronda Jones at
tempts a pass during a game . Jones
was one of the many who benefit
ted from Play with Purpose.

W
L
L
W
W

W
L
L
W
W

W
L
L
L
L
W

L
L
L
W

L

W
L
L
W

L
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L
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Peter Ventura, Pete Sirianni, Kevin
Samstag, Farrid Samji, Mark Richards,
Steve Ossinger, Johan Markus, Anthony
Mannarino, Anthony Greco, Federico
GogliOlmella, Barry Emich, Javier COlTea

the I3c>ttorn Line
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Sunshine <
The Lynn University men's g
finished in third place at the S
Conference Championship this
Florida Southern College won thl

Nova Southeastern Fall Classic 8th / 10

team score of 874. The Fighting
ished third with a three-round SC(

Saint Leo Invitational

4th / 7

Webber Grenelefe Invitational

J

Rollins Col.lege Invitational

9th / 17

place with a tournament score

Aggie Invitational

12th / 17

Correa finished tied for 12th thre

4th / 20

Palm Beach Atlantic Invitational 3rd / 5
Bobcat Invitational

19th / 21

Southeastern Collegiate Toum . 3rd /7

BorjaLaRoche finished in a
0

hind LaRoche.
Barry Erenrich tied for 14th v
229. Pete Sirianni and Kevin
Samstag rounded out the Lynn
lineup. Sirianni shot a 234,

I

while Samstag finished with a

To The Tee
This golfer swings towards the
green, hoping for a birdie.

241, good for 24th and 27th po
sition, respectively.
by Darryl Matus

The Driving R.ange
At least once a week, the golfers
went to the driving range to
practice their swings.

I

Concentration
Golf required intense concentra
tion to make critical shots during
a round.

On Cour~
Two members of the golf team
wait for their turn in the tourna
ment play.

vvinging
into the

Sunshine Cant.

T

he Lynn University men's golf team

finished in third place at the Sunshine State

Conference Championship this past season.
Florida Southern College won the event with a
team score of 874. The Fighting Knights fin
ished third with a three-round score of916.
BorjaLaRoche finished in a tie for ninth
place with a tournament score of 225. Javier
Correa finished tied for 12th three strokes be
hind LaRoche.
Barry Erenrich tied for 14th with a total of
229. Pete Sirianni and Kevin
Samstag rounded out the Lynn
lineup. Sirianni shot a 234,
while Samstag finished with a
241, good for 24th and 27th po
sition, respectively.

by Darryl Matus

The Driving Range

Nice Clubs

At least once a week, the golfers
went to the driving range to
practice their swings.

The men 's golf team proudly
carried their Lynn bags onto the
course.

Tournament Play
The Women's team takes a break
from play to have dinner and rest
up for their next round of golf.

Hollyvvocx:l Stars
The women pose in front of the
Planet Hollywood in Daytona
Beach.

Natio al
player

angst TIlern

T

he Women's golf team finished in a tie
for second place at the Sunshine State Con
ference Championship this past season. Rollins
College won for the second straight year with
a team score of 616. The Fighting Knights tied
with eventual national champion Florida South
ern with a two-day score of 638.
Svetlana Gounkina and Courtney Krell
were Lynn's top two individuals. Gounkina
shot a 154 to finish tied for third, while Krell
was one stroke behind with a 155 to finish fifth.
By virtue of their top-five finishes, both
Gounkina and Krell earned all-tournament hon
ors. There Bohlin finished 13th with a score of
164. Gabriella Jakobsson and
Veronica Maldonado each shot
a 166 to finish in a tie for 14th
place.
Krell was invited to par
ticipate in the NCAA Division
II national championship. She
shot a four-round score of 351
to finish tied for 36 1h place.
by Darryl Matias

The Team
On to Nationals
Besides playing golf Courtney
Krell could be seen volunteering her
time for community service projects.

100

Veronica Maldonado, Nola Trimble,
Courtney Krell, Svetlana Gounkina,
Dr. Cox , Gabby Jakobsson, Holly
Fortier, Michele Berger, and Alynn
Amaral.

National
player

)ngst 11Iern

men's golf team finished in a tie
md place at the Sunshine State Con
lmpionship this past season. Rollins
m for the second straight year with
e of 616. The Fighting Knights tied
al national champion Florida South
wo-day score of 638.
la Gounkina and Courtney Krell
's top two individuals. Gounkina
to finish tied for third, while Krell
)ke behind with a 155 to finish fifth.
of their top-five finishes, both
nd Krell earned all-tournament hon
30hlin finished 13th with a score of
164. Gabriella Jakobsson and
Veronica Maldonado each shot
a 166 to finish in a tie for 14th
place.
Krell was invited to par
ticipate in the NCAA Division
II national championship. She
shot a four-round score of 351
to finish tied for 36 th place.
by Darryl Matius

-rhe Team

s
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Veronica Maldonado, Nola Trimble,
Courtney KreJJ, Svetlana Gounkina,
Dr. Cox, Gabby Jakobsson, Holly
Fortier, Michele Berger, and Alynn
Amaral.

Alynn Amaral, Michele Berger, Holly
Fortier, Svetlana Gounkina, Gabriella
Jakobsson, Courtney Krell, Veronica
Maldonado, Nola Trimble

the l3Ottorn Une

Lady Sunshine Invitational

6th / 8

Lady Moc Classic

5th / 8

Myrtle Beach Intercollegiate

4th 115

Lynn! Boca Woods Lady Collegiate

2nd /4

Spring Lake Invitational

6th 116

Ryder Florida Women's Collegiate

11th! 14

SSC Championships

2nd/4

.
ervIr
Raphael Almeida, Christian Alsop ,
Ibrahim Bouaabdalli, Mal1in Carenko,
Tobias Croke, Michael Johnson, Pedro
Mugica, Justin O'bront, David Planting ,
Raigo Saluste, Sergio Sancho, Fahad
Sarwani

the .Bottom Line
Flagler
Florida Gulf Coas t
Palm Beach Atl a nti c
Northwood
St. Thomas
SaintLeo
Eckerd
Barry
Rollins
Georgetown
Northwood
North Florida
Ferris State
Colgate
Florida Southern
Massachusetts
Army
Cornell
Armstrong Atlantic
Florida SOllthern (SSe)
SaintLeo

L
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NevvSeas
The Lynn U ni versi ty men's ten

a sub par season finishing wit

record of 10-11. In the Sunshine S
ence tournament, the Knights
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W
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Southern by the score of 5-3 in th l
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W
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The combination of sophorr

and defeated Saint Leo 5-0 in th(
match.

Almeida and junior Pedro Mugica

with a team-best 13-7 doubles rece
was a team-best 12-6 playing
mainly at the No.3 singles spot,
while Mugica tallied a 12-4
singles record. Junior Sergio
Sancho was third with an over
all singles record of 8-4.

b)!1)arrylA1atus
Regripping
Two members of the tennis team
await their match, preparing by
regripping their racket.

of the Decade 
Coach Mike Perez was voted
Coach of the Decade for the
Sunshine State Conference.

02

1
p

Doubles Match
The tennis team played both
single and doubles matches in
competition.

Jump Shot

erving

The Men's tennis team was young
and it had a building season.

into the

Nevv Sea.son
The Lynn University men's tennis team had
a sub par season finishing with an overall
record of 10-11. In the Sunshine State Confer
ence tournament, the Knights lost to Florida
Southern by the score of 5-3 in the first round
and defeated Saint Leo 5-0 in the fifth place
match.
The combination of sophomore Raphael
Almeida and junior Pedro Mugica led the way
with a team-best 13-7 doubles record. Almeida
was a team-best 12-6 playing
~1

mainly at the No.3 singles spot,
while Mugica tallied a 12-4

all singles record of 8-4.
by Darryl Matus
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Sancho was third with an over
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Take the Plunge
Coach Mike Perez was voted
Coach of the Decade for the
Sunshine State Conference.

Lungin to save the ball, this
player is going for the win.

Girnrne Five
Freshman Andrea Kostricova gives
a hand to teammate sophomore
Marketa Langerova. Langerova was
named Most Improved Player.

Ground Strokes
Sophomore Marketa Langerova
frustrated opponents with her strong
ground game.

arning
their 6th

National Title

T

he Women's tennis team claimed their
sixth national championship and third
NCAA II title this past season defeating BYU
Hawaii by the score of 5-3 at the NCAA II Na
tional Championships. The win halted the
Seasiders' NCAA record streak of 103 consecu
tive match victories.
Playing at the No.1 singles and doubles
spot, freshman Monika Mastalirova was 15-4
in singles while partnering with freshman Marie
Barbier for a team-best 18-2 doubles record.
Sophomore Marketa Langerova compiled a
team-best 16-2 singles record, while teaming
mainly with Maria Palacios and
Andrea Kostricova to post an
overall doubles record of 21-5.
Mastalirova and Lang
erova were named to the All
SSC singles team, while the No.
1 doubles combination of
Mastalirova and Barbier earned
All-SSC and All-American
doubles
recognition.
Mastalirova was also named
All-American in singles.

Serve It Up

Take This

Maria Alvez waits for her opponent
to serve the ball. Alvez had an im
pressive season, helping the
Knights to their 6th National Title.

Freshman Marie Barbier serves en
route to another National Champi 
onship. Barbier was one of the fresh
man on this young team .

arning
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their 6th

tional Title

men's tennis team claimed their
lational championship and third
tle this past season defeating BYU
the score of 5-3 at the NCAA II Na
lmpionships. The win halted the
~CAA record streak of 103 consecu
victories.
ying at the No.1 singles and doubles
nan Monika Mastalirova was 15-4
'hi Ie partnering with freshman Marie
- a team-best 18-2 doubles record.
~ Marketa Langerova compiled a
16-2 singles record, while teaming
mainly with Maria Palacios and
Andrea Kostricova to post an
overall doubles record of21-5.
Mastalirova and Lang
erova were named to the All
SSC singles team, while the No.
1 doubles combination of
Mastalirova and Barbier earned
All-SSC and All-American
doubles
recognition.
Mastalirova was also named
All-American in singles.
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Freshman Marie Barbier serves en
route to another National Championship. Barbier was one of the freshman on this young team .

Maria Alves, Masha Bajramovic, Marie
Juli Barbier, Jennifer Greenwald, Andrea
Kostricova, Marketa Langerova, Monika
Mastalirova, Maria (Monse) Palacios,
Mariola Prado, Bucke Yavuz

the I3ottorn Une
rain
W
W

BrowardCC
Flagler
Barry
Palm Beach Atlantic
Florida Gulf Coast
Sl. Thomas
Tampa
Saint Leo
Eckerd
Rollins
NOIth Florida
Brenau
Columbia
Florida Southern
Massachusetts
Cornell
West Florida
BYU-Hawaii
Ouachita Baptist
Armstrong Atlantic
Florida Southem (SSe)
BaITY (SSC)
Ouachita Baptist (NCAA)
Lees-McRae (NCAA)
Abilene Chri sti a n (NCAA )
West Florida (NCAA)

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
L
W
W
W
W
W
L
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

BYU-Hawaii (NCAA)

W

W

Good Point
Junior Maria Al vez congratulates
freshman Maria Palacious on win
ning a match.The doubles team was
one of the toughest in the country.

us

Back Row: Coach Karla Ward, Jason
Epstein, Jorje Botello, Calile Haddad, Phil
Sayers, Scott Sheffield, Jacob Lucarelli
Front Row: Lauren Maiorisi, Lisette
Maiorisi, Jennifer Mullin, Meagan Misorek,
Justine Eaglin, Vanessa Aron

the I3ottorn Line
Lynn Crew Goals 2000-2001:
Have Fun. Be Competitive.
T Trust One Another.
E
Expect Excellence.
A Attend Practice.
M Make Weight Goals.
W
Welcome New Rowers.
o Overall Team Spirit.
R Raise Money.
K
Keep Grades Up.
Practice to Win.

Karla's Angels
The women's team was coached
by Karla Ward. Besides being the
coach, she also works for Lynn in
the Registrar 's office.

Nevv Sea~

R

owing is a sport that require
dedication, physical, as We
strength and endurance.
The team practices on the
Waterway via the Hillsboro Canal.
in Deerfield has a public boat ram
the team accesses. The team 1001
next year and recruiting more ro\
Rowers worked hard to
their goals both on and off the w
coaching standpoint, "Most rOWe
to the sport and they learned mlil
just rowing. They learned to dis(
selves and attend 5:30 in the morn
They learned to "spread the wea
"many hands make light work." ,
that it takes 4 hours of practice fo
of the race; a race that usually
lasts 7 minutes. They learned
to be kind to one another and
motivate each other. They
learned to be proud of what
they accomplished and see
their improvements. Mostly
they learned to be a family, a
family with ups and downs.
We are so proud of them."
by Karla Ward

Packing It Up
The team gets ready for practice
for the Florida Intercollegiate
Rowing State Championships.

Practice to VVin.
Both the men and women's teams
awoke literally at the crack of
dawn to practice for their sport.

Dinner anci a Race

ovving

The team gets together for team
dinner before their first race
during the fall semester.

into a

Nevv Sea.son

R

owing is a sport that requires teamwork,
dedication, physical, as well as mental
strength and endurance.
The team practices on the Intracoastal
Waterway via the Hillsboro Canal. Pioneer Park
in Deerfield has a public boat ramp from which
the team accesses. The team looks forward to
next year and recruiting more rowers.
Rowers worked hard to accomplish
their goals both on and off the water. From a
coaching standpoint, "Most rowers were new
to the sport and they learned much more than
just rowing. They learned to discipline them
selves and attend 5:30 in the morning practices.
They learned to "spread the wealth" and that
"many hands make light work." They learned
that it takes 4 hours of practice for each stroke
of the race; a race that usuall y
lasts 7 minutes. They learned
to be kind to one another and
moti vate each other. They
learned to be proud of what
they accomplished and see
their improvements. Mostly
they learned to be a family, a
family with ups and downs.
We are so proud of them."
by Karla Ward

Packing It Up

Taking it Horne

The team gets ready for practice
for the Florida Intercollegiate
Rowing State Championships.

The team carries their shell home
after the Fall Frosh Regatta.

The AI/1//((d Athlelie BOIIC/llei was held April
18111,2001 al tlte Marriott i/l Delray Beach.
The eVeJlillg wa,\' l/ lillie (~r recogllitio/1 for
0111' oUls/aT/ding stlldellt athletcs, Coaches
prcselllc(/ the IHost Valuable Player (MVP)
a/ld Most IlIlp/"(}\'ed Playa (/VIIP) awards,
seen 011 Ihe next/ollr page,'",

Men's Soccer MVP
Josh Kristowski

Women '.'0' Soccer MVP
Marika Karlsson

Women 's Basketball MVP
Liz SpeZiotes

108

Women's Tennis MVP
Moniko Mastalirova

Men's Bosketball MVP
Kenny Anders

Women's Rowing MVP
Vanessa Aron

Women's Go(fMVP
Courtney Krell

Men's Tennis MVP
Pedro Mugica

Men's Rowing MVP
Phil Sayers

Women '.'0' Cross Countly MVP
Amanda Zdawczyk

Men's Cross Country M
Jimmy Metayer

Men's Soccer MVP
Josh Kristowski

Men's Baskethall MVP
Kenny Anders

Baseball MVP
Landon Thomas

Women's Go(lMVP
Courfney Krell

Men's Tennis MVP
Pedro Mugica

Mell's Rowing MVP
Phil Sayers

Men's GolfMVP
Javier Correa

Women's Rowing MVP
Vanessa Aron

Soffball MVP
Amanda Prokop

Women 's Cross Country MVP
Amanda Zdawczyk

Men's Cross Country MVP
Jimmy Metayer

Betty Dudeck Scholarship Award
Toby Croke

Men's Soccer MIP
GeoffPeatfie

Men's Basketball MIP
Dedrick Gage

-.
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Women 's Soccer MIP
Christin larsoll

Men's GolfMIP
Pete Siranni

Women's Basketball MIP
Kerri Rulison
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Men's Tennis MIP
Raphael Almeida

Men's Rowing MIP
lorje Botello

Women's Tennis MIP
Marketa Langerova

Women 's Rowing MIP
l ell Mullin

Scholar Athlete ofthe Year
Courtney Krell

Male Scholar Athlete ofth
Gareth Dunn

IP

Women's Soccer MIP
Christin larson

Mell'sGo(fMlP
Pete Siranlli

Women '.'I Basketball MIP
Kerri Rulison

Baseball MIP
le'/f Spicer

Women's GolfMIP
Gabriella lakobsson

Sojfball MIP
Alana Klaus

Women's Tennis MIP
Marketa Langerova
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Women's Rowing MIP
len Mullin

Scholar Athlete ofthe Year
Courtney Krell

Male Scholar Athlete ofthe Year
Gareth Dunn

Male Scholar Athlete of the Yea r
Stuart Kozlowski
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Senior J ul ie Moraz busts out of
graduation and celebrates years
of hard work with her college
graduation.

On May 5 th , the class of
they had rightfully earned. As ea
their diploma, they recognized tt
it was the beginning of a new ani
rushed through the minds of m"
career path for themselves and h
affect their future paths, yet pride
fears. Thejoumey at Lynn UniVtl
Each had ventured into somethi
would help them in their future.

Mark Sullivan, senior speaker. ended
hi s speech with "We have conquered
our past and our future is here at last."
a lyric from a U2 song
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Senior Julie Moraz busts out of
graduation and celebrates years
of hard work with her college
graduation.
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On May 5th , the class of 2001 stepped up to the stage to recei ve what
they had rightfully earned. As each individual walked across the stage to accept
their diploma, they recognized that a four-year era had come to an end, however
it was the beginning of a new and unforeseen journey. Thoughts of uncertainty
rushed through the minds of many seniors; having to stand-alone and form a
career path for themselves and having to make important decisions that would
affect their future paths, yet pride in their accomplishments prevailed over these
fears. The journey at Lynn University had been a long and fruitful one for many.
Each had ventured into something new and learned from their experiences that
would help them in their future.
As the graduates reflected upon their
Srwf4vtj' --to --ti··e/ C..-tMJoI. days at Lynn and all they had conquered in or
der to arrive at that point in time, they realized
Mark Sullivan , senior speaker. ended
his speech with "We have conquered
how much of a gravitational pull the day actually
our past and our future is here at last,"
had on their lives. Graduation day brought f0l1h
a lyric from a U2 song
further independence and responsibility, a com
bination that seemed quite paradoxical. The
graduates listened attentively to their guest
speaker, Al Roker, for some beneficial advice.
During the ceremony, the de Hoernle
Gymnasium was filled with scattered emotions,
which were emanated from within the hearts of
family, friends, faculty and staff. Each person
reminisced upon his or her personal memories
with the graduate. They knew the memories
would last a lifetime and hoped that more could
be created along the way.
The graduates clutched their memories
of those close to them. Although happy for their
accomplishments they were sad to say goodbye
to a place that felt like home and to friends that
were now like family. It was definitely a day that
was filled with sweet sorrow.

-

Keynote
speaker
Al
Roker. from
the NBC To
day Show, hu
morously ad
dressed the
students.

John Timber
all and his
mother share a
moment before
the big gradu
ation
cer
emony in the
gym.

Master's can
didate John
McCarthy
contemplates
his upcoming
walk across the
stage.

Karlton Brown
takes photos
with friends
anel family af
ter the gradua
tion ceremony.

The senior
class
cel
ebrates the
end of the cer
emony
by
watching the
balloon's
drop.

Todd Sim mons
and
Danielle Han oud met up
with family at
the reception
held in the Stu
dent Center.

Graduating
students listen
intently to the
advice
AI
Roker has to
give them.

Ming-Zhe
Wing plays the
clarinet during
the musical in
terlude.

President
Donald Ross
laughs heartily
at a joke told
by Al Roker
during
his
speech.

Charlie
Clearly speaks
to his family.
Graduates who
studied in Ire
land wore the
flags colored
sash.

-

-
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Kari Gonska
and Ronnie
Glines enter
the gym dur
ing the proces
sion .

Kathleen
Shehan con
gratulates
Jarred
Weisfeld after
the ceremony.
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The senior
class
cel
ebrates the
end of the cer
emony
by
watching the
balloon's
drop.

Graduating
students listen
intently to the
advice
AI
Roker has to
give them .

President
Donald Ross
laughs heartily
at a joke told
by Al Roker
during
his
speech.

Kari Gonska
and Ronnie
Glines enter
the gym dur
ing the proces
sion.

Stuart
Kozlowski
and Whitney
Thomas head
to the Student
Cen ter after
picking
LIp
their diplomas.

Megan Bubb
congratulates
Sara Katz on
receiving her
bachelor's de
gree.
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Todd Sim 
mons
and
Danielle Han oud met up
with family at
the reception
held jn the Stu
dent Center.

Ming-Z h e
Wing plays tile
clarinet during
the musical in
terlude.

C harlie
Clearly speaks
Ie) his family.
Graduates who
~t udied in Ire
land wore the
n ags colored

sash.

Kathleen
Shehan con
gratulates
Jarred
Weisfeld after
the ceremony.

President Ross
presen ts AI
Roker with an
honorary de
gree
from
Lynn.

Marshalls Ann
Crawford &
JimHund
riesel' lead the
graduates dur
ing the proces
sional.
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ommencement

wards
The Robert M. Sandelman
Outstanding Marketing

The James 1. Oussani Award

Excellence Award

Peter Weinstein

Marika A. Karlsson

Associate 's Deg ree Award

Christiane Barbosa

Bachelor's Degree Award

The Count and Countess de
Hoernle Humanitarian A ward

Melanie Samson
Patricia Flaherty
(not pictured)

Danielle Hanoud

Medina McMenimen
Bickel Fashion Award

in Communications Award

Student Service A ward

Danielle Gronneberg

Julia Jehs

Mark Sullivan

rt mencement

wards
The Robert M. Sandelman
Outstanding Marketing
Excellence A ward

The James 1. Oussani A ward

Peter Weinstein

Marika A. Karlsson

The President's Award

Michael Vigil

Bachelor 's D egree Award

The Count and Countess de

Melanie Samson
Patricia Flaherty
(not pictured)

Hoernle Humanitarian Award

Danielle Hanoud

The Gordon and Mary Henke Excellel/( /
il1 Communications Award

The Bradley Middlebrook, II
Student Service A ward

Julia Jehs

Mark Sullivan

The Trustees ' Medal

Stuart Kozlowski

Robert DeYoung

Lawrence Helser

Ann Jac~man

Jonn Meijer

Ellen Ramsey

Robert Presta

Diana 5adde-Leon

ualo 5antaCruz

Rob

Ronald Aloot

Annlj5tern

Randlj5wantner

Dennis Tnles

VIc.

Mlcnael Callanan

Catnleen Clar~

Da

Boca i{at(ln. F
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LDr/ RonarrKfiessali M:Jttfiew 5fioema~er

Todd Tonova

Marlj Toroljava

Master of
Education

liver Arlsan

Jonatnan Barr

Moster of
ScIence

Alexandre Kaden

Vincent Un

Fiona Un

Jose LDpez

Tlmotnlj J. Marten

Peg Martorelld

Ronda 5cnwefel

Brita 5telnberger

.
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Ellen Ramsey

Robert Presta

Diana 5adde-Leon

Galo 5antaCruz

Robljn 5cfJmldt~e

JudltfJ 51egel

EllzabetfJ 5~elfJorn

Ronald Albeit

Annlj 5tern

Randlj 5wantner

DennIs TfJles

VIctoria VIrgIn

JennIfer Weaver

Aaron Weiss
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i[ Master of
EducatIon

AleJandra Carvajal

KatfJleen Elder

GaretfJ Fowles

MlcfJael CallafJan

CatfJleen Clar~

DavId Elder

Yamara HIggIY/5

George Ac~erman

CfJarles Barr

Adam Engroff

M/cfJelle Haglelj

,.'"

Tonlja Par~

Master of
Science
.\..

Jose Lopez

TlmotfJlj J. Marten

Peg Martorelld

Ronda 5cfJwefel

BrIta 5telnberger
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Summer Parr
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ngratulatic

We al~e pl~oud ,
All

OUI'

love,

Mom, Dad, Mal'k aile
The party of f,

CON~ttA1\JLA110NS

fl\Attl<!
WE'~E ALWAYS iEEN
~ttOO1) Of Y OO!

,ott

ftto!
ngratulation6 Sara!
We are pl-"oud of you,
All OUI' love,
Mom, Dad, Mal'k and Moxy,
The party of five.

~A-nONS ~Attl(!

.WAYS 1EEN
[) Of YOtJ!

WAY TO GO PIIER!
YOUDlDm

WE ARE . , PROUD
if
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"To laugh often and much; to win

'1 ~ ~ j 0tJ \ h Z\ 0 " () {tou\ o"d M i le ~ 3egi/l l
"0 0 '

the respect of intelligent people
and the affection of children; to
earn the appreciation of honest

'Du~ 'B~(}()~

critics and endure the betrayal of

ft(W ~O(H ~intd ()U~

false friends; to appreciate beauty,

~()()t ond ~()~.'lDt'H

to find the best in others; to leave
the world a little better; whether by I
a healthy child, a garden patch or

Ryan,
Cc,,!/ffJbllabcns en
yt>lA'" achleJement.

e()n3~otul otl
~()()t.

a redeemed social condition; to

'W/,()tv\, Qltnn,
'W/,i~~tn t

know even one life has breathed

Yeti "ave clcne well.
iLNe,

Mom, Dad, Ricky, Grandma,

easier because you have lived. This
is the meaning of success. "

and the rest of yOlA'" family
-Ralph Waldo Emerso/l
13b
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Lauren Bemstein

WAY TO GO PEfER!
VDUDlDm

WE ARE to PROUD
if ;;lou. J1)e

OFVDU!

With pride, joy, and love, we con
gratulat.e you on all of your ac
complishments and wish you a
future of success and happiness.
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lINe.
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J(dl'dn.

-Lc/j./e.
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the respect of intelligent people
and the affection of children; to
earn the appreciation of honest
critics and endure the betrayal of
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the world a little better; whether by
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a healthy child, a garden patch or
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false friends; to appreciate beauty,
to find the best in others; to leave

;e~IJe,

a redeemed social condition; to

Yvl~m,

know even one life has breathed

'LNe,

easier because you have lived. This

kIma,

is the meaning of success. "

Qlnlly
-Ralph Waldo Emerson
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NICOLE VIVIAN
"YOU'RE SItvift.Y

Noelle you were always a beautiful baby-iUlcllook at you llow!

YOU ARRIVED Ar LYNN UNIVERSI1Y AS AN I
LEAVING fOUR YEARS LA"fER -- A BEAU":
FU11JRE SUCCESS AND HAff'lNE6S AF
YOU'll. ALWAYS BE 11iE "L1G:

CoJaptalattou!
You chi a terrifiC

jOb

ui welre very proui of you!

We WiSh you love ui happiJless ui wOJlierful
surpriSeS iUto your life!
Love Always.
Mom ui Daa

NICOLE VMAN CAM5RIA
"YOU'RE 61tvifLY mE BEST'

~utiful

baby-allcl look at you Jlow!

YOU ARRIVED Ar LYNN UNIYERSnY AS AN INSECURE YOUNG GIRL AND ARE
LEAVING FOUR YEARS LAlER -- A BEAU11FUL MATIJRE YOUNG WOMAN

)

RJ11JRE SUCCESS AND HAfflNE5S ARE YOURS FOR 11iE rAKINGI
YOU'LL fJ..WAYS BE 11iE "LlGJ-rr OF OUR LIYESI"
.'

j

f;

LOVE,
DADDY, MOMMY & GINA

.

~~ ... ~

ratulattou!
I

ud we're very proud of you!

iUld happiJless ud wOJlderful
S iJlto your life!
Love Always.
MOlll ud Dad

1'3-9

Congratulations Aly!!

e,@)rt~rat\1lati@)rtg

J=.¢·rt rt';/l

I am so proud of you and all that you have accom
plished in your years at Lynn. I have been proud of
you since the day you were born. Now that you have
conquered your greatest challenge, the whole world
is open to you .

Your college years have
flown by Jaster than anyone
could have imagined. We are
all very proud oJyou and the
person you have become and
admire your determination
and perseverance.

I will always be there for you, and will love you al
ways and forever,
Mom

r--------------------

Cc
"To
Danloll6,
You havo what It tru<6e. You aro
truly romarkabl6. You havo avcom
plJelwd muoh WIth poreJetonG6 and
aotormlnatlon. An~ Ie poeel/7l6.
Bobovo and you WIn aohJovo. Llvo
lifo to tho ful/oet. Follow your
arofltOO. Lovo and I.JI'ld6ret~ WIn
oonquor aU.
W0 aro VERY proud CYf youl
Lovo,
Mom, D~ Dorok and Maral

becOtl
becotl

Love.
Morn. D
L ___________________ _

Congratulations Aly!!

C@)ngratulati@)lt~

l'¢'nntjl
Your college years have
flown by faster than anyone
could have il1wgined. We are
all very proud of you and the
person you have become and
admire your determination
and perseverance.

I am so proud of you and all that you have accom
plished in your years at Lynn . I have been proud of
you since the day you were born. Now that you have
conquered your greatest challenge, the whole world
is open to you.
I will always be there for you, and will love you al
ways and forever,
Mom

r-----------------------------------,
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Jonathan!
"To be what we are and to
become what we are capable of
becoming. i~ the onl!j end in life."

takee. You are
)u have acoom
>6relet6tlO6 and
~ Ie pooelbl6.
n aohleve. Live

Love.
Mom. Dad. Michael. and Br!jan

~.

Follow your
d8ret~ WIll

roua of youl
~

Maral

L ___________________________________

~

George, Congrat
on your Masters
Good luck in you
journey for sue

2001
congratulations Eric!
~e are so proud of
you! persistence and
Determination have
helped you accomplish your
goal! Thank you Lord!
The future is yours!
~ith

our love,
lVlom, Dad, &
lVlegan

A future leader... George with Presi

Love,
Mom, Dad, Andrew, family

George, Congratulations
on your Masters Degree!
Good luck in your future
journey for success......

2001

tulations Eric!
re SO proud of
~ersistence and
mination have
l accomplish your
laI1k you Lord!
uture is yours!

lth our love,
n, Dad, &
\t:Iegan

A future Jeader... George wjth Presjdent BjJJ Chnton 2000

Love,
Mom, Dad, Andrew, family & friends

Kari,
Words cannot express how incredibly proud we are of you . The last
four years have exposed you to sOhle of life's difficult challenges
that hlost people haven't experienced in a lifetihle. Those challenges
have hlade you a stronger person. ahd you know that you hlay have
been bruised but you willl1ever be defeated.
We are prOUd of all of your accohlplishhlents ahd successes in
your life, but hlost of all we are ih awe of the persoh that yoU have
becohle. We have watched yoU blossohl into a beautiful young WOhlan,
but what has hlade yoU unique is your ihher beauty. You are caring,
loving, cOhsiderate, ahd a very fUhhY persoh to Whohl we are honored
to saY is our daughter.
If YOU live by the words a wise hlah ohce told you "Trust your
heart" you will have a lifetihle of happihess.
As another chapter closes ih your life Kari. we are all ahxiously
awaiting the next chapter to begih. As Father Blahesfield has always
said, "Hold onto your seats, it's goihg to be a bUhlPY ride."
Love.
MOhl &Dad
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~dibly

proud we are of you. The last
) sOh1e of life's difficult challenges
ienced in a lifetih1e. Those challenges
)n, and you know that you h1ay have
)e defeated.
r accoh1plishh1ents and successes in
in awe of the person that you have
lossOh1 into a beautiful young WOh1an,
1> your inner beauty. You are caring,
~nny person to whoh1 We are honored
wise h1an once told you "Trust your
~ happiness.
3 in your life Kari, we are all anxiously
~in. As Father Blanesfield has always
:, going to be a bUh1PY ride'"
Lo ve,
Morn &Dad
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C{~:1V:<ir~vi.Tu
C()llrflle~

CLvi.$$ {i

Vtrtl alwalfd' malte tid' d'tr jJrtrtld.
Ctrlljraftllafttrlld'I
We Itrve Iftrtl~
Mtrm~ lJat£ alia S(}trff
Ii

"The future is youl ~s in all its mystel~y c
ing pathways with courage and hUlll01 ~
umphs and lean1ing from your trials. S·
ability by those pel~sonal stalklal'<.ls 01
you can set. Cherish, above all, YOLW il1L1i\
al~e capable of achieving the oilly kil kl C
that of being at peace with YOLwself al
ment has come... the wodd awaits...the

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Kal-

In the lWc years yOil Were het"e yOil
macIe a difference: to tile .s!tIdent0$,
tt> y~ staH, tt> lite perscnally as a
fH'entL YOII Will be missed tembly,
Id I k.nt>W Mat yOil Will be hapPf ancJ
SlICCIM.sItII en Me next paM t>f yOIII'"
J~y. Geed /qcI( my friend..
Lble,
KaM/ee/
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Ctrtlrflltlt
Vtrtl alwa!f<t maltt tI<t <ttr jJrtrtltl.
Ctrlljraftllafttrll<tI
Wt I trVt !ftrtl~
Mtrm~ lJat£ alld Sotrff

CLe/fSS {~:r
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"The futu·e is yours ill all its mystel·y and pl·omise. Walk G10wl1life's wind
ing pathways with courage and humol· and hope, savodng fully your tl+
umphs and leal·ning fl·om youl· tl·ials. Stdve to live to the best of your
ability by those personal standal·ds of honol· and excellence, which ol1ly
you cal1 set. Chel·ish, above all, youl· il1dividuality. Realize always that you
al·e capable of achievil1g the only kil1d of success that I·eally matters 
that of being at peace with youl·self al1d the wodd al·ound you. Your mo
ment has come... the world awaits...the futul·e is youl·s./1
- Ed Cunl1il1gham
••••••••••••••••••• •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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ABOUT THIS
The 2000-2001 Edition of the Excalibur Yearbook, EXPe
Publishing Company and had a run of 200 copies.
The font used for all body copy in this book was Times.
The fonts used for headlines, sidebars and advertisement
Clarence, Daisy, Design, Dispatch , Emilee, Fairchild, Fat
Hardbrush, Import, Lamar, Littlesquirt, Mastermind Mid
Tomthumb, Unitedland, Valuetype, and Yellow Jacket.
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Exc
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Creating a yearbook is never an easy thing, this
year proved no exception . Lack of staff, graduating editors, and several other factors contributed
to a rocky year. We had no idea when we picked
the theme "Expect the Unexpected" that we would
be talking about our book. Now that the book is
completed it is obvious that we owe MANY
people large thank you' s! In the athletics depart ment we wish to thank Jeff Schaly for all of the
photos, Adam Wald for all of the captions, Darryl
Matius for all of the copy, Karla Ward for the
rowing story, and Ginger Wortley for the
Cheerleading photos. We would also like
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ABOUT THIS BOOK
The 2000-2001 Edition of the Ex calibur Yearbook, Expect the Unexpected was printed by Walsworth
Publishing Company and had a run of 200 copies.
The font used for all body copy in this book was Times.
The fonts used for headlines, sidebars and advertisements were : Abigail, Boxy , Cameron , Cheers Type,
Clarence, Daisy, Design , Di spatch, Emilee, Fairchild , Fatback, Feltpoint, Fox y, Free Time, Future, Glenn ,
Hardbrush, Import, Lamar, Littlesquirt, Mastermind Michael, Numb sc ull, Olive Oil, Starved, Tacky,
Tomthumb , Unitedland , Valu e type, and Yellow Jacket.

THE EXCALIBUR
FROM THE EDITOR

Creating a yearbook is never an easy thing, this
year proved no exception. Lack of staff, graduat
ing editors, and several other factors contributed
to a rocky year. We had no idea when we picked
the theme "Expect the Unexpected" that we would
be talking about our book. Now that the book is
completed it is obvious that we owe MANY
people large thank you's! In the athletics depart
ment we wish to thank Jeff Schaly for all of the
photos, Adam Wald for all of the captions, DaITyl
Matius for all of the copy, Karla Ward for the
rowing story, and Ginger Wortley for the
Cheerleading photos. We would also like

to thank Jan Glitz and Carol Rubin for the photos
used in the senior section. Dan Lester, our
Walsworth Representative, thank you so much for
being a patient man! Megan Bubb and Fran Moore
thank you for keeping us on track and providing
us with the help and the stories we needed! Good
luck to both of you next year! Finally thanks to
both AmaJi and Kathleen for finishing this project
when I had to leave for Connecticut after gradua
tion. There would not have been a book without
them!
Thanks and enjoy the memories,
Kari Gonska
Edi tor-In-Chief
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